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Abstract:
With the recent large scale integration of Distributed Generation (DG), the power
system has changed drastically. Due to the intermittent nature of DG, real-time
control of power generating units has become much more challenging. Conse-
quently, voltage abnormalities and power loss problems are more frequent now
in power systems. Load frequency stability is another serious concern in this
changing paradigm of power systems. Also, large scale integration of DGs would
require massive amounts of real-time data to be communicated from local systems
to the controller to achieve effective regulation. However, this ever-growing data
sizes may incur delays in transmission that in turn, may slow down the control
algorithms.

This thesis addresses the issue of communication congestion in transmission of
real-time data from local power systems to the centralized controller. It addresses
this communication congestion issue in the context of three control problems in
the power system: Load frequency control, secondary voltage control and optimal
reactive power control. Load Frequency Control (LFC), is employed to allow an
area to first meet its own load demands, then to assist in returning the steady-
state frequency of the system with a response time of a few seconds. The fast
LFC may be affected with the slow transmission of information from the system.
To deal with this communication bottleneck, a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) based LFC algorithm is proposed where SVD is used to significantly reduce
the size of transmitted information. A second communication efficient control
solution is proposed to address secondary voltage control of multi-area power
systems which utilizes compressive sensing (CS) techniques to reduce the data
size to deal with the limited bandwidth problem of the communication channel.
It is also equipped with a technique based on Mathematical Morphology Singular
Entropy (MSE) to identify faults/ abnormal disturbances locally in the system to
avoid bad data/corrupt data being sent to the central controller. To further filter
the sensed measurements from local sensors, it is passed through Mathematical
Morphological Filters (MMF). Finally, a tertiary control algorithm for optimal
reactive power generation control is proposed to minimize power loss, and voltage
deviation on the tertiary level control. A consensus based gradient distributed
approach is proposed to deal with potential communication delays.

Keywords:
Load frequency control, secondary voltage control, optimal reactive power control,
singular value decomposition, compressive sensing, mathematical morphology sin-
gular entropy, mathematical morphological filters, consensus based distributed
algorithm, gradient method, hierarchical control, secondary control, tertiary con-
trol.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of reactive power control and existing chal-
lenges in power system control. Aims and objectives of this research as well as
contributions of this thesis are discussed.

1.1 Motivation

Distributed renewable energy generation (DG) is being deployed rapidly in the
power system domain to reduce carbon emission, lower environmental impact and
improve energy diversity. However, high penetration level of DGs pose challenging
control issues in the power system due to the intermittent nature of the renewable
energy sources. In addition, user loads are increasingly more dynamic, due to
which, operation and control of the microgrids have become more complicated. As
the number of DG units and dynamic loads are increasing every day, the amount
of information flow from local area power systems to the central controller is
rising rapidly[2]. Because of this system transformation, the conventional control
techniques may not operate reliably and timely. Hence, it is recommended to
propose new advanced control and communication techniques to deal with these
challenges.

In this research, we propose a hierarchical control structure which consists of pri-
mary, secondary and tertiary level control of the power system. Primary control
is the local control of a generating unit and is very fast (i.e. of the order of mili-
seconds). Secondary level control deals with a local control area, ranging from
a single bus to few dozen buses and it is applied at a short time frame of a few
seconds to 10 minutes. Tertiary control is a system level control which controls
the whole system and is applied at a relatively large time scale, ranging from 30
minutes to couple of days. This research focuses on secondary and tertiary level
voltage control using optimal reactive power dispatch.

1



1.2. Reactive Power Generation Control 2

Conventionally, centralized control algorithms are utilized for tertiary control.
However, due to transmission of a huge amount of information between the whole
system and the central controller, overburdening of the communication system
may slow down the control or may even lead to inaccurate control signals [3].
To overcome this problem, distributed control and optimization techniques are
implemented. They can improve the response speed effectively by allocating
communication and computational burden among multiple local controllers. Dis-
tributed techniques have been shown to be suitable for online applications that
require frequent control setting update. Hence, we propose distributed control al-
gorithms for tertiary level control of optimal reactive power generation. It makes
the ORPC faster with less computational burden.

As secondary level control is associated with the local control area rather than
the complete system, the information data size is much less than the tertiary
control which makes it viable for adopting the centralized control architecture.
We employ compressive sensing techniques to further reduce the data size to deal
with the communication bandwidth requirement for secondary control. Another
reason for choosing a centralized control approach is that a distributed approach
may converge to sub-optimal solutions for non-linear and non-convex problems
which is the case in our application. By deploying CS for data size reduction,
it requires less bandwidth requirement which means less communication cost
and less power loss on the communication channel. In another application of
secondary level control, Singular Value Decomposition based Load Frequency
Control is proposed, where Singular Value Decompostion is employed to reduce
the data size of the control area.

1.2 Reactive Power Generation Control

Reactive power generation control is an important control for stability, reliability
and efficiency of power system. It is used to regulate the terminal voltage of
the buses as well as minimize the power loss in the power system. It is a multi-
level control technique, usually implemented in a hierarchical fashion to fully
optimize the reactive power generation from reactive power sources. Hierarchical
control consists of primary, secondary and tertiary control which are solved using
centralized techniques. In centralized control, real-time power system data is
monitored from all over the system, and transmitted to a central controller. This
central controller then uses these real-time data to compute an optimal control
input for the control sources in the system. After calculating the optimal control
input, it sends it back to the local systems for the purpose of regulation.
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1.3 Challenges

Although reactive power control has been extensively investigated [4, 5, 6], due
to the integration of distributed generation in power systems and ever increasing
complexity of the network, the current paradigm is facing many challenges that
may affect the response time of control actions, reliability, efficiency and regu-
lation. Some of these challenges which are the impeding factors in reliable and
efficient operation of the network are listed below:

C1: The complexity of the power system is ever increasing to meet rising load
demand, to incorporate renewable energy generation and to integrate ad-
vanced sensing and communication devices [7]. The amount of real-time
data has risen significantly due to increase in the complexity of the system.
This huge amount of data transmission from local systems to a central
controller poses various challenges. One of the challenges is the restricted
bandwidth of the given communication channel [3]. Communication chan-
nels have bandwidth limitations affecting data transfer capabilities. It may
not be feasible to transfer all real-time data concurrently. Sometimes, data
loss occurs during transmission of data due to limited bandwidth of the
communication channel [8]. This data loss may worsen as the amount of
data need to be transmitted increases.

C2: In addition to data loss in the limited bandwidth communication channel,
the speed and responsiveness of the control implementation may be slower
in a centralized operating framework where data needs to be transmitted
to the central controller, often geographically distant from the actual power
system [9]. It further consumes much time in transmitting the control input
back to power system. Limited bandwidth of the communication further
worsens this issue. The Shannon theory of Entropy indeed dictates the limit
of reliable data transfer rate.

C3: Due to the limited speed of reliable data transfer in centralized control, it
may not be possible to realize very fast control schemes and actions which
is indeed required in today’s complex power system [10]. The intermittent
nature of distributed energy resources based power plants requires a much
faster rate of control for a reliable and stable operation of the system [11].
For instance, in case of abrupt load changes, or outage of a transmission
line/ a large power plant, immediate action needs to be taken to mitigate
the impact. This immediate action may not be possible with centralized
architectures.

C4: Furthermore, a centralized control paradigm relies on the successful opera-
tion of a single central controller. If, under any circumstances, the central
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controller fails to operate, the centralized control scheme might fall apart
leading to severe effects including large scale system blackouts. Such re-
liability issues may incur big financial as well as operational losses in the
affected community. Thus, it is always recommended to come up with a
new advanced control scheme that is fast enough, and free from single point
of failure.

1.4 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to investigate and design optimal reactive power control
algorithms that are reliable and effective for an ever increasing complex power
system, especially taking into account distributed energy resources in the system.
The goal is to propose faster and single point of failure free algorithms for optimal
reactive power control. Keeping in view the aforementioned challenges, the major
objectives of this research work are as follows:

• The first objective of the thesis is to minimize the power loss, voltage devi-
ation and cost of reactive power generation simultaneously while achieving
effective reactive power control of the power system.

• The second objective of the thesis is to design a distributed consensus based
optimal reactive power control which distributes the computation among
bus agents such that each agent needs to communicate with his neighboring
agents only.

• The third objective of the thesis is to design a centralized secondary volt-
age control of a multi-area power system. However, to deal with the limited
communication bandwidth, a data compression technique needs to be em-
ployed to compress the data before sending it through the communication
channels.

• The fourth objective of the thesis is to compare different compression tech-
niques based on their achievable compression ratios and information losses
in the context of speed.

• Finally, another objective of the thesis is to design a fault identification
technique that can detect broad classes of faults locally in the system and
can actuate the protection system to enhance the reliability of the overall
power system.
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1.5 Major Research Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

• An innovative tertiary reactive power control algorithm based on a multi-
agent system framework has been proposed to address a multi-objective
criterion: minimize the power loss, voltage deviation and the opportunity
cost of distributed generations’ reactive power generation, simultaneously.

• The formulated optimization problem has been relaxed to a convex problem
by posing it as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP).

• The proposed algorithm is distributed in nature as information sharing
among neighboring buses only is required to optimize the objective func-
tion.

• A consensus-based algorithm is introduced, that can achieve reactive power
fair utilization ratio for all DGs with different capacities.

• Real-time Secondary Voltage Control (SVCON) is proposed to minimize
the worst-case voltage deviation of the control area by adopting an infinite
norm minimization approach.

• Compressive Sensing (CS) is used to encode and then decode the real-time
power system data to deal with the issues of data congestion and limited
bandwidth.

• To deal with the noise in the signals, Mathematical Morphology Filter
(MMF) is proposed to reduce the noise in the Phasor Measurement Unit
(PMU) output.

• Mathematical Morphology Singular Entropy (MSE) based fault identifica-
tion approach is employed for the fast identification of disturbances in the
control area.

• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is proposed to compress the real-time
data for load frequency control (LFC) application of a multi-area power
system.

1.6 Publications

The work carried out in this thesis has resulted in the following publications:
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• Irfan Khan, Soummya Kar, Yinliang Xu, “Real-time Singular Value De-
composition based Load Frequency Control of Multi-area Power System”,
submitted in Power Systems Conference at Clemson University 2018.

• Irfan Khan, Vikram Bhattacharjee, Yinliang Xu, Soummya Kar, “Com-
pressive Sensing and Morphology Singular Entropy-Based Real-time Sec-
ondary Voltage Control of Multi-area Power Systems”, under second review
in IEEE Trans. Industrial Informatics.

• Vikram Bhattacharjee, Irfan Khan, “A Non-linear Convex Cost Model for
Economic Dispatch in Microgrids”,Applied Energy 222 (2018): 637-648.

• Irfan Khan, Y. Xu, S. Kar and H. Sun, “Compressive Sensing-based Op-
timal Reactive Power Control of a Multi-area Power System”, in IEEE
Access, vol. 5, pp. 23576-23588, 2017.

• Irfan Khan, Yinliang Xu, Vikram Bhattacharjee, Hongbin Sun, “Dis-
tributed optimal reactive power control of power system”, in IEEE Access,
vol. PP, Issue.99, pp. 1-1, 2017.

• Irfan Khan, Z. Li, W. Gu, and Y. Xu, “Distributed control algorithm for
optimal reactive power control in power grids”, International Journal of
Electrical Power and Energy Systems, vol. 83, pp 505?513, Dec. 2016.(SCI,
IF:2.28)

• Irfan Khan, Y. Xu, and B. Tahir.“Design and construction of digital auto-
matic voltage regulator for stand-alone synchronous generator”, 2015 IEEE
International Conference on Cyber Technology in Automation, Control, and
Intelligent Systems, pp.217-222, 2015. (EI)

• Qiang Wan, W. Zhang, Y. Xu and Irfan Khan, “Distributed control for
energy management in a microgrid”, 2016 IEEE PES Transmission and
Distribution Conference and Exposition (T & D), Dallas, TX, 2016, pp.1-5.
(EI)

1.7 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the theory which includes fundamentals of power
system operation specifically focusing on the importance of power factor, and
methods of power factor improvement with some solved examples. It also ex-
plains hierarchical control and importance of reactive power generation to stabi-
lize the frequency and voltage of the system. Moreover, it outlines the existing
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methods of stabilization including centralized and distributed control methods,
their advantages, disadvantages and challenges. Furthermore, it talks about var-
ious compression techniques including lossless and lossy compression techniques,
specifically compressive sensing and singular value decomposition as means of
compression. Finally, this chapter discusses various fault detection techniques
with special emphasis on Mathematical Morphology Singular Entropy as a means
to detect abnormal conditions. Overall, this chapter lays the foundation to ad-
dress all the challenges.

In Chapter 3, focusing on Secondary Control, Load Frequency Control of a multi-
area power system is proposed. To deal with the challenges presented in C1 and
C2, Singular Value Decomposition is utilized to reduce the size of power system
data before sending it to the central controller. Its achievable compression ratio
is compared with other compression techniques. Settings of control variables to
minimize frequency deviations are also presented.

Chapter 4, focusing on Secondary Control, addresses the challenge C1. We
present secondary voltage control of a multi-area power system. To deal with
the challenge C1 of restricted bandwidth, we propose compressive sensing tech-
nique to compress the size of power system data before sending it through the
communication channel. At the end of communication channel, it is recovered
using efficient recovery algorithms. In case of faults, if faulty data is sent to cen-
tralized controller and centralized controller decides the control input for fault,
it may slow down the fault identification process. To avoid such sceneries, we
also propose a fault identification technique that detects any abnormal condition
locally and raises an alarm to actuate the protection system.

In Chapter 5, focusing on Tertiary Control, we address the challenge C4 by
proposing a distributed optimal reactive power control to reduce power loss, volt-
age deviation and reactive power generation cost simultaneously. A consensus
based distributed algorithm is designed that computes the control input of opti-
mal reactive power generation. It addresses the challenge of single point of failure
as it does not need a central controller as computation is distributed among local
controllers on each bus.

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the major results achieved
in this work and highlighting important lessons learned from the research. We
also discuss future work and some possible directions for new search.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background: An
Overview

This chapter provides a theoretical background for the work conducted in thesis.
Different types of power generation, importance of reactive power generation
and power factor are presented in Section 2.1. The hierarchical control scheme
for power systems is presented in Section 2.2, while the role of reactive power
generation is discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes existing methods
for reactive power control, their challenges and solutions, whereas Section 2.5
describes different data compression techniques, their advantages, disadvantages
and mathematical formulations and finally, Section 2.6 presents the Mathematical
Morphology Singular Entropy as a fault identification technique.

2.1 Types of Power Generation

An electrical power generator is rated by its kilo-volt-ampere ratings (KVA/MVA),
referred to as apparent power, which means it can generate its rated power gen-
eration equal to its KVA ratings as shown in Fig. 2.1. Mathematically, apparent
power in three phase systems can be calculated as

S =
√

3V I, (2.1)

where V and I are the voltage and current magnitudes. However, not all KVA
(denoted by S in the triangle of Fig. 2.1) is used in useful “working” of the
power system. The real part of S, measured in kW denoted by P provides the
“working” of the power system e.g. producing light, heat, motion etc. The real
power can be calculated as

8
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Figure 2.1: Power triangle.

S =
√

3V I cos δ, (2.2)

where δ is the angle between voltage and current.

The perpendicular component of S, measured in Volt-Ampere-Reactive (KVAR)
and denoted by Q only maintains the electromagnetic field of the electromagnetic
devices present in the power system and provides no “working” part of the power
system. It is interesting to note that in a purely resistive load, current and
voltage are in phase and reactive power does not exist in the system. However,
when current either leads or lags the voltage, the system is no longer resistive
anymore and Q 6= 0. Furthermore, reactive power is of two types: either leading
reactive power (capacitive) or lagging reactive power (inductive). Mathematically,
reactive power is calculated as

S =
√

3V I sin δ. (2.3)

As shown in Fig.2.2, in a purely resistive circuit, current and voltage are in phase
and so there is no reactive power in the circuit. However, reactive power is needed
to magnetize the circuit in case of inductive and capacitive circuits. In an induc-
tive circuit, current lags the voltage, so circuit requires lagging reactive power
whereas in a capacitive circuit, current leads the voltage and leading reactive
power is required by the circuit. Cosine of the angle between voltage and current
is referred to as power factor that has an ideal value of one in case of purely
resistive circuit.

Reactive power generation is required to magnetize the inductive component in
the first half cycle of the AC signal which is demagnetized in the second half
of the cycle as shown in Fig.2.3. In the waveforms, 0 to t1, V and I are both
positive; so, power is positive. At t=t1, V is 0V and therefore P is 0W . Since,
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Figure 2.2: Phase difference in Resistive, Inductive and Capacitive system

from t1 to t2, I is positive and V is negative, P is negative. From t2 to t3, both
V and I are negative; therefore power is positive, and so on. So, in an inductive
system, reactive power generation is required to magnetize and demagnetize the
inductive component all the time. In fact, this energy flows to and from the
system and is not involved in any useful work.

2.1.1 Inductive Nature of the Power System

Most of the power system is inductive in nature because of the conductors carrying
electrical energy from generation to distribution. Also, electrical equipments
like transformers draw a magnetizing current from the supply. They draw large
amount of magnetizing current at light load and thus causes low power factor.
Similarly, other devices like fans, air conditioners, washing machines, blenders,
induction machines, arc lamps, electric discharge lamps, pumps, compressors,
welding equipment and industrial heating furnaces are operated at low lagging
power factor. Due to this, overall, the behavior of power system is inductive in
nature and thus current lags the voltage which makes power factor lagging from
unity.
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Figure 2.3: Representation of various quantities in power system load

2.1.1.1 Importance of Reactive Power Generation The operation of
transformers, motors, and generators depends on the reactive power generation
which is required to produce magnetic flux in these devices. In addition, several
switching power supplies used in computers and televisions draw current only dur-
ing certain part of the cycle, hence creating a net reactive load. Similar behavior
is seen in mercury-vapor lamps. It is important to note that all of these devices
present an inductive load. These devices can do useful work only if magnetic flux
is generated with the help of reactive power flow. However, the irrational and
big reactive power consumption presents a series of disadvantages for the power
system.

Obviously, all the inductive load requires lagging reactive power generation from
power generators. As the size of the inductive load increases,the generators have
to generate more reactive power rather than the useful “working” power. For the
same amount of real power, generator needs to generator more current to meet
the reactive power demand. This high current leads to a higher real power loss
in the power system as given by 2.4

Loss = I2R, (2.4)

where R is the resistance in the system. Higher power losses means higher amount
of useful power is being wasted in the form of heat which results in poor efficiency
of the power system as 2.5

% Efficiency =
Pout

Pout + Loss
, (2.5)

where Pout is the useful real power used by power system. In addition, higher cur-
rent means higher ratings of transmission conductors and installed equipments
that result in higher overall cost of the power system. If the current, in case,
increases too much, transmission lines may go off line for the sake of their pro-
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tection, thus overloading other lines. It may potentially cause cascading failure
in the system.

Furthermore, the volume of conductor depends on the current ratings. Higher
current demands thicker and heavier conductor. The thicker conductor, in turn
requires stronger and taller towers to support them during transmission of elec-
trical power. All these equipments cause increase in the cost of the installation
and potentially diminished electric energy transfer capability. Moreover, in case
of higher current, electricity suppliers usually demand extra charges from con-
sumers. It also causes overheating of generators and motors installation and
increase in voltage losses.

Considering all these problems associated with the higher amount of current
requirement, it is usually advised to optimally utilize other sources of reactive
power generations locally in the system to regulate the local voltage of the buses
and decrease the current flow from the central generator.

2.1.1.2 Importance of Voltage Regulation Reactive power flow is a very
important task to ensure voltage regulation throughout the system. Generally
speaking, increasing reactive power generation to the system causes voltage rise
while decreasing its supply causes voltage drop. More specifically, voltage of
the system may collapse in case of severe transients if sufficient reactive power
reserve are not present in the system. In the past, many electrical blackouts like,
that in many parts of India in 2012, northeast countries in 2003 and in France
during 1978 are believed to be caused by insufficient reactive power reserve in the
electrical system.

In power systems, since loads are inductive in nature, reactive power is required
in the system. This reactive power is supplied by the power generators. Since
reactive power does not perform any real work, the extra current is supplied by
the power generator to meet the required reactive power [12]. This large current
produces a large voltage drop in the alternators, transformers, transmission line
conductors and distributors leading to poor voltage regulation, calculated as 2.6

V oltage Regulation =
(VSE − VRE)× 100%

VRE
, (2.6)

where VSE is the sending end voltage and VRE is the receiving end voltage. Due to
large current flow, more voltage drop (Voltage Drop = IR) occurs in the system
and receiving end voltage drops down. This is a serious problem, especially in
feeders very far from the generation side. This may ultimately lead to shut
down of various feeders and electrical devices due to low voltages. So it is very
important to have sufficient amount of reactive power generation reserve in the
system.
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2.1.2 Power Factor Improvement

The power factor can be defined in one of the following 3 ways (2.7 - 2.9). It has
been explained that reactive power is very important for the successful operation
of power system. Therefore, it should be calculated accurately that how much
reactive power generation is needed for power systems. As the electrical load
is changing all the time, so is the reactive power generation requirement. We
should come up with methods of finding reactive power generation. Power factor
is one of the convenient ways to find out the required amount of reactive power
generation. Measuring the power factor allows us to assess how much reactive
power is required by electrical devices. Power Factor (p.f) can be calculated in
three different ways as given by 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9

p.f = cosδ, (2.7)

p.f = cosδ =
R

Z
, (2.8)

p.f = cosδ =
P

S
, (2.9)

where δ, R, Z, P , and S are the angle between voltage and current, resistance,
impedance, real power and apparent power (true power) in the system, respec-
tively.

Ideally, power factor should be unity i.e. all electrical apparent power generation
should be utilized towards real work. Typically homes have overall power factor
in the range of 70% to 85%, depending upon the type of appliances running at
home. However, newer homes equipped with the latest energy efficient appliances
may have a power factor of 90%.

Electric companies take several measures to improve the power factor. They may
either correct it around industrial complexes by themselves, or they may request
the offending customer to correct it, or even may charge for reactive power load.
Usually, residential service reactive load is not a big problem for electric utility
companies because its impact on the distribution grid is not as grave as of heavily
loaded industrialized areas. Thus, it is important that power factor should be
improved so that electric utility companies can reduce their demand for electricity,
thereby allowing them to meet service needs elsewhere.

2.1.2.1 Methods of Power Factor Improvement Correction of power fac-
tor means reducing the phase angle difference between voltage and current to
make it near to unity. Several popular devices, designed to improve the p.f are
capacitors, synchronous condensor and phase advancer. All of these devices gen-
erate leading reactive power to neutralize the effect of lagging reactive power
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Figure 2.4: Power factor improvement with the help of capacitor bank

present in the system. This required amount of reactive power can be provided
by a single capacitor or bank of capacitors when installed parallel to the inductive
load. They act as a source of local reactive power generation, thereby reducing
reactive power flows through the line. By doing so, they basically reduce the
phase angle difference between the voltage and current as explained by Fig. 2.4
where current i flows before installing a capacitor bank that reduces to i′ after
connecting the capacitor bank. Thus, it improves the p.f by reducing the phase
angle difference between voltage and current [13].

Similar to capacitor banks, synchronous condensors are also used as means of
correcting power factor. Synchronous condensors are 3 phase synchronous motors
with no load connected to their shaft. Synchronous machine has the capability of
operating under any load power factor: leading, lagging or even unity depending
upon the level of its excitation. For an inductive load, it is connected towards the
load side and is operated under over excitation. This makes it act like a capacitor
bank. During over excitation, it draws the lagging current from the supply or in
other words it supplies the leading reactive power.

Phase advancer is mainly an AC exciter that is used to improve the p.f of the
induction motor. It is mounted on the shaft of the induction motor and is con-
nected to the rotor circuit of the induction motor. Induction motor needs reactive
power to produce magnetic flux at slip frequency which are provided by the phase
advancer to improve the power factor. It does so by providing the exciting am-
pere turns to the induction motor. It can be made to operate at leading power
factor if ampere turns are further increased.

Other sources of automatic reactive power generation to improve p.f include
static and dynamic var compensator. The former is essentially a thyristor based-
controlled bank of capacitors while the latter is a more complex high-power elec-
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Figure 2.5: Connection of 3-phase capacitor bank with the motor [1]

tronic device. Both devices automatically detect the required amount of reactive
power and electronically control the reactive power generation to improve the
p.f. Recently a modern utility power grid is connected with many solar genera-
tors through DC-AC inverters and wind turbines through induction generators.
If correctly designed, these DC-AC inverters can also be utilized to generate or
absorb reactive power as needed for p.f improvement.

2.1.2.2 Example of Power Factor Improvement In power factor correc-
tion calculation, we use a voltmeter, ammeter and a wattmeter to measure the
source voltage, current drawn and power flow. Here, a example is presented to
improve the p.f.

In the example, let’s suppose we need to improve the p.f of a 3-phase, 50 Hz,

400 V and 74.6 KW induction motor operating at an efficiency of 93% from 0.75

lagging p.f to 0.95 p.f. as shown in Fig 2.5. We need to calculate the KVAR

required by the capacitor bank.

Solution:

Original p.f = cosδ1 = 0.75 =⇒ δ1=41.41◦ =⇒ tanδ1=0.8819

Required p.f = cosδ2 = 0.95 =⇒ δ2=18.19◦ =⇒ tanδ2=0.3288

Motor input, P= output
efficiency

= 74.6
0.93

= 80 kW
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Leading KVAR required by the capacitor bank = P (tanδ1−tanδ2) = 44.25 KVAR

Capacitor bank should have capacitance = V 2

2πf∗Required KV AR

Capacitor bank should have capacitance = 4002

2π60∗44.25=9.5913 mF

Thus, a capacitor bank of this much capacitance should be installed to improve

the p.f.

2.2 Hierarchical Control of Optimal Reactive Power

Generation

Hierarchical control is a type of control that is applied to achieve various control

objectives in different time scales, physical levels and regional areas. The hier-

archical control architecture contains three main levels: primary, secondary, and

tertiary control levels as shown in Fig.2.6.

The primary control generates the control signals based on reference signals that

are fed to it from secondary and tertiary control. Droop control is one of the

popular types of primary control that regulates the frequency and voltage of the

system depending on any change in active and reactive power load requirement.

It is a very fast control technique that aims to meet the load demand within

milliseconds. It is a local controller for generator and controls the active power,

reactive power, terminal voltage, and speed of the generator [14].

The second level of control, the secondary control restores the frequency and

voltage deviation caused by the primary control of the local generator. It is slower

than the primary control and takes 20s-15 minutes to compute the deviation

caused by droop control and send this error signal to the primary control to
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change the reference signal. Furthermore, it is a regional control and deal with

a zone of an electrical system. In other words, it is responsible for regulating a

local control area only. To regulate the frequency and voltage deviation, it can

utilize up to 20% of the generation capacity of the generator. One of the popular

example of secondary control is Secondary Voltage Control (SVCON).

The third level of control, the tertiary control deals with the economic related

issues i.e. optimal economic dispatching, operation scheduling and other opti-

mization problems for different objectives [15]. It is the slowest control of all

the given control levels and only activates at the start of operation or every half

an hour or so. It is a system level control technique which takes into account

the whole system while optimizing. It generates the reference control signals for

primary control based on the minimum operational cost. Popular examples of

tertiary control are economic dispatch [16, 17] and unit commitment. The differ-

ences of secondary and tertiary control schemes have been tabulated in the form

of table and shown in Table. 2.1

2.3 Role of Reactive Power Generation in Sta-

bilization

The stability of an electrical power system is its capability to regain an operat-

ing equilibrium state after being subjected to a physical disturbance [18]. This

physical disturbance could be breaking of a line, outage of a power generator,

sudden rise/fall of power demand or malfunction of a controller. To counteract

the effect of these disturbances, active and reactive power generation control is

usually used to minimize the effect of any such disturbance. All these distur-
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Table 2.1: Difference between secondary and tertiary control

Secondary Control Tertiary Control

1. It is a control technique which
usually focuses on the regulation of
power system.

It is an optimization algorithm
which takes into account the eco-
nomics of the power system.

2. Local area-wide approach: It
is responsible for regulating a local
control area only.

System-wide approach: it considers
the whole system while optimizing.

3. It helps primary control to
achieve this reference value after any
disturbance, just like an integrator.

It determines the reference value for
primary control of each generator.

4. It can consume remaining 20%
capacity to restore the reference
value.

It utilizes 80% of the generator avail-
able capacity to determine its refer-
ence value.

5. Its timescale ranges from 20s-15
minutes after disturbance.

Operating timescale is 20-30 minutes
or in the beginning of operation.

6. Its example is secondary voltage
control (SVCON)

Example of tertiary control are eco-
nomic dispatch problem or unit com-
mitment.
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Tertiary Control

Secondary Control

Primary Control

Optimal operation of electrical system 
e.g. Economic Dispatch and Unit 

commitment

Compensation frequency and voltage 
deviation caused by primary control

Voltage and frequency stability control

References for
primary control

error signal

Figure 2.6: Simplified Hierarchical Control for electrical systems

bances lead to either change in the system frequency or bus voltage. Frequency is

a system wide parameter whereas voltage is a local quantity[19]. In the following

subsections, we will examine the role of reactive power generation control to deal

with deviations in voltage and frequency.

2.3.1 Voltage Stabilization

Voltage stability is the ability of an electrical power system to preserve the steady

state voltages at all buses. More specifically, it is the ability of the system to main-

tain or regain the state of equilibrium between power demand and power supply

from its initial operating states after it has been subjected to any disturbance.

In the worst case, progressive voltage drops or rises may lead to the loss of load

in some areas, or possible tripping of transmission lines/transformers by their
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protective systems leading to cascading voltage outages.

The phenomenon of voltage collapse is much more complicated than the voltage

instability. It is the process in which a series of events accompanying voltage

instability may lead to a blackout condition or unusually low voltages in a large

part of the electrical power system. The major symptoms of voltage collapse

may involve inadequate reactive support, low voltage profiles, heavy reactive

power flows and heavily loaded systems. The voltage collapse is usually caused

suddenly by low-probability multiple contingencies.

Whenever an electrical power system is exposed to a sudden rise of reactive power

load demand just after a system contingency, the extra load demand is satisfied

by the reactive power generation reserves of electrical generators. Generally,

sufficient amount of reserve are kept for such additional load demand and the

system settles down to a reliable voltage level. It is possible, however, due to

this series of system conditions, that the absence of additional reactive power

generation reserves may lead to a voltage collapse condition, thereby causing a

limited or total blackout of the system. Therefore, it is very important to keep

the sufficient amount of reactive power reserve for such conditions. Also, it is

essential to design an advanced reactive power control to rectify these disturbance

very fast.

2.3.2 Frequency Stabilization

Similar to voltage stability, frequency stability is about the ability of an electrical

power system to maintain the steady state frequency after the system has been

subjected to a severe upset resulting in a large imbalance between real power

generation and power load demand. It is defined as the ability of the system
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to restore equilibrium between system total generation and total load demand.

The severe form of the instability may result in the sustained frequency swings

causing the tripping of multiple generation units and loads.

These severe system upsets usually result in large deviations of frequency, and

voltage, thereby invoking the control and protection devices. Generally, frequency

instability is associated with lack of sufficient amount of real power generation

reserve, slow equipment responses, and poor coordination of protection and con-

trol equipments. It is important to note that voltage magnitudes may deviate

significantly during frequency excursions, especially when under-frequency load

is dropped to improve the frequency. Thus, frequency deviations may cause volt-

age changes in the system and hence, there is an urgent need to design fast and

reliable voltage and frequency control.

2.4 Existing Methods for Optimal Reactive Power

Control

Voltage and frequency excursions can be significantly reduced with the help of an

effective control of reactive power generation. Significant amount of research is

available in the literature to control the reactive power generation[20]. Broadly

speaking, there are two kinds of methods used to optimally control the reactive

power generation. Centralized methods require transmission of real time system

measurements from local power systems to the central controller as shown in Fig.

2.7. Information from all the buses and lines are required to send to the central

controller that decides the control input for the system based on the received

measurements.
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Figure 2.7: Centralized control scheme for power system

Unlike the centralized control technique, distributed techniques distribute the

computation among the individual controller at the each bus as shown in Fig.

2.8. In the distributed control, each Bus Agent (BA) measures its local mea-

surements and share it with its neighboring buses while Reactive Power Control

Agent (RPCA) computes the control input for its local bus. In this way, there is

no need for a centralized controller and transmission of informations from local

power systems to the central controller.

2.4.1 Centralized Methods for Optimal Reactive Power

Control

Centralized control schemes are the traditional control schemes that require a

power controller with proper communication system to transmit information be-

tween the local electrical system and the central controller[21]. Optimal reactive

power control has been explored significantly using centralized control schemes.
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Figure 2.8: Distributed control scheme for power system

Abundant control techniques have been developed for the reactive power control

such as gradient method [22], linear programming [23, 24], sequential quadratic

programing algorithm [25], interior point method [26], [27], etc. Recently, many

computationally intelligent based techniques have been proposed such as, Differ-

ential Evolution Algorithm [28], Gravitational Search Algorithm [29], Artificial

Bee Colony [30], Enhanced Genetic Algorithm [31], and Particle Swarm Opti-

mization (PSO) [32].

In [33], the authors proposed a centralized optimal reactive power control method-

ology to minimize the power loss and voltage deviation in the system. Similarly, in

[34], integration of reactive power devices is proposed to provide voltage support

in the distribution system. It has been implemented using centralized voltage

control algorithm by dividing the distribution system into various areas.

2.4.1.1 Advantages of Centralized Techniques When comparing distributed

and centralized schemes, it is found that centralized protocols show better perfor-

mance in data loss recovery than the distributed protocols [35]. Also, the optimal
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solution of the centralized optimal control is found to be better than that of dis-

tributed optimal control [36, 37]. The reason may be that in a distributed control,

local information is shared among neighboring entities only, whereas in the cen-

tralized control, all information of the system is known that ensures the better

optimal control of the reactive power. Also, most of the existing reactive power

control solutions are centralized [3] and it is economical to improve the existing

communication techniques than to completely reshape the overall communication

paradigm. It may be expensive to deploy a controller on each DG bus.

2.4.1.2 Challenges with Centralized Techniques With so many advan-

tages of centralized control scheme, it has also some problems. It requires an

advanced and expensive communication network to transmit global information

from local power systems to the centralized controller [38]. Due to slow transmis-

sion over long distances of communication network, centralized control is usually

implemented off line [9]. Other shortcomings associated with it are its large

sensitivity to initial conditions and mathematical restriction on objective func-

tions, such as convexity. It has also been proved that the it may misinterpret the

information if signal is noisy.

In addition to it, a centralized control technique requires transmission of massive

amount of data between the local control area and the central controller, which

may cause data congestion. It may be significant, especially when the control area

is large and the available bandwidth of the communication channel is limited. The

bandwidth requirement is evaluated by [39], which states that a bandwidth of 5

-10 Mbps and 25-75 Mbps is required for applications within one control area

and for inter-area control center communication, respectively. It may further be

aggravated when data from several control zones is being concentrated at the
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Phasor Data Concentrator, before transmitting to the central controller.

2.4.1.3 Possible Solutions for Centralized Techniques The major chal-

lenge with the centralized control scheme is the huge amount of data transfer

that may cause slow down the transmission or lose the important information.

It is usually due to limited bandwidth of the communication channel. Thus, a

data size reduction technique should be proposed to deal with these issues [8].

Reduction or compression of data may also minimize the communication delay,

the power loss on the communication channel, and communication channel cost.

There are numerous compression techniques available in the literature to deal

with data size compression.

Another possible solution to its challenges is to devise a new control architecture

that does not need transmission of massive amount of data from the local power

system to the central controller. One of the possible solution is the distributed

control scheme that commonly distributes the computation burden among nu-

merous smaller local controllers that are placed at the monitoring positions of

the power system [40].

2.4.2 Distributed Techniques for Optimal Reactive Power

Control

Distributed control schemes are proved to be effective for power system applica-

tions and have been explored to a great extent for optimal reactive power control

applications. Power system networks are regarded as multiagent systems (MAS)

that are complex systems composed of several autonomous agents with only local

knowledge, [41] but are able to interact in order to achieve a global objective
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[42]. Fast communication facilities such as fiber optic, microwave and 3G are

now becoming integrated parts of power systems that makes it easier to integrate

MAS into power system applications [43].

In recent years, consensus-based control theory has been extensively explored

in various fields. MAS framework has been adopted by many researchers to

describe the communication topology among multi-agents in a physical system.

These communication topologies may be different for different physical systems.

Some researchers assume that agents can exchange information locally [41, 44]

while others have their own definition of communication topology.

In [45], authors proposed a fully decentralized control algorithm to minimize the

power loss of a microgrid. They pointed out that the performance of the proposed

algorithm without communication might deteriorate noticeably compared to the

case with communication. Similar studies on decentralized control to minimize

power loss for smart distribution network is proposed in [46, 47]. In [48], the

authors proposed a cooperative distributed optimization and control technique

using local communication to minimize the voltage deviations within a grid con-

nected microgrid. They proved that minimizing the voltage deviation naturally

reduces the power loss. However, the power loss is not directly minimized, and

the scalability is also not investigated.

Similarly in [3], the authors proposed MAS based optimal reactive power con-

trol algorithm to minimize the voltage deviation and power loss. It is a generic

sub-gradient control strategy, which requires the information of voltage angle dif-

ference between two neighboring buses to calculate the power loss of the system.

However, firstly, finding the voltage angle difference requires special techniques

[3], which may lead to lengthy calculations. Secondly, considering the features
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of power systems with high penetration level of DGs, the cost of reactive power

generation should be considered. Thirdly, it should be emphasized that all the

DGs contribute reactive power uniformly based on their capacities such that none

is overloaded [49].

2.4.2.1 Advantages of Distributed Techniques Challenges associated with

centralized control strategies can be resolved with distributed approach that can

improve the respond speed of Optimal Reactive Power Control (ORPC) effectively

by relieving the communication and computational burden of the communication

channel and the central controller, respectively [50, 48], and they are proved to

be suitable for online applications that require frequent control setting update

[3]. In distributed scheme, there is no need of central controller rather each local

entity is attached with a local controller [47].

This strategy is implemented on an MAS-based framework, where each bus in

the power network is assigned with at least an agent as shown in Fig. 2.8. Each

agent first calculates or measures its local state and control variables and then

shares its local data with its neighbors through a local communication channel.

In this way, comparatively, the size of the data size, to be transmitted, is much

less than the data size, to be transmitted in a centralized control. Thus, there

may no be problem of limited bandwidth.

2.4.2.2 Challenges for Distributed Techniques Although distributed ap-

proaches address the problem of data congestion, data loss and slow data trans-

mission, yet there are some challenges associated with the distributed control.

There two types of communication schemes in distributed approach: synchronizes

and asynchronous scheme. Mostly, each agent in distributed approach commu-
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nicates with its neighboring agents in the form of synchronized communication

where each agent needs to wait for the information from its neighboring agents.

This wait for the data may slow down the control process of the distributed

approach.

Most of the existing physical power systems are built based on the centralized

algorithms. Each system is constructed with a central controller and communica-

tion links between local power system and the central controller [51]. Communi-

cation between agents may not be available in the physical power system. That’s

why it may be expensive to overall build a system with two controllers on each

bus and communication links between the agents.

2.4.2.3 Possible Solutions with Distributed Techniques The possible

solutions to the challenges of a distributed control can be switching to distributed

control completely. It requires massive investment in the power system to fully

change the control scheme by installing controller on each bus and communication

links between each agent. Although initially it can be expensive yet it can make

the system more reliable, fast and cost effective after the implementation. Once,

real time power system is converted into the form of distributed control, the

problem of single point failure of the central controller can be resolved.

Synchronized communication scheme can be improved by either switching to

asynchronous scheme or synchronized scheme can be improved by numerous tech-

nique that can be developed with further research. Furthermore, it is also recom-

mended to invest more funding the power system research so that an innovative

and fast communication scheme can be designed for it. It will improve the relia-

bility and speed of the system.
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2.5 Compression Techniques

For centralized schemes, ORPC problem for a large power system requires a huge

amount of data to be transmitted to the central controller. If the bandwidth of the

communication network is not sufficiently large enough to support transmission of

such massive amount of data, it may deteriorate the performance of the controller.

To address the problem of limited bandwidth, we need to compress the sending

end data.

More specifically, when transmitting power systems data over the restricted band-

width communication channel, the amount and frequency of the data transmission

have specific limits, such as Shannon’s Channel Capacity, restricts the amount

of digital information that can be transmitted over a given channel [52]. That is

why, it is required to make the data size smaller for fast data transmission. There

are a number of different compression algorithms, which can be broadly divided

into two categories: lossless algorithms, and lossy algorithms.

2.5.1 Lossless Compression Techniques

As the name implies, lossless algorithms decrease the size of a given signal, while

at the same time not losing any information from the original signal. For this

reason, lossless compression algorithms are preferable to lossy algorithms, espe-

cially when the data needs to intact arrive at the recipient. But lossless data

compression algorithms may not guarantee compression for all input type data

sets.

In other words, for any lossless data compression algorithm, there may be an input

data set that does not get smaller when processed by the lossless algorithm. Also,
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lossless algorithms may not work perfectly for the dynamic nature of data, which

is the case for the power system output data. Thus, lossless compression may not

be an ideal compression technique for this specific application. Another factor

is that the lossless compression scheme cannot achieve a remarkable value of

compression ratio whereas our objective is to compress the data size significantly.

2.5.2 Lossy Compression Techniques

On the other hand, using lossy compression algorithms, data size can be com-

pressed to a significant level. Very high compression ratio is possible with the

lossy algorithms only. But the quality loss of the retrieved data may be notice-

able. There is a trade-off between compression ratio and quality of the recovered

data. Data can be sent quickly, transmitted and stored using lossy algorithms.

Another advantage of lossy compression is the generic nature of its algorithms.

Lossy compression algorithms may be applied to a wide variety of applications,

especially to accommodate the dynamic nature of real-time data. As power sys-

tem data is always changing, thus, lossy compression algorithms are the suitable

choice for this application. Therefore, based on these factors, it is recommended

to use lossy algorithms for the dynamic nature of power system data.

2.5.3 Singular Value Decomposition

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been successfully employed for numer-

ous data compression related applications [53]. SVD is a lossy compression tech-

nique in which part of the information is lost when the data is compressed. In

such a compression scheme, not only the redundant data but also less relevant
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information is discarded. This will significantly improve the data compression.

To achieve a high compression ratio and fast data transfer, SVD can be uti-

lized to transmit data for numerous load frequency control and voltage control

applications.

LetX ∈ R(p×q) be a matrix of data needs to be compressed where each row cor-

responds to a PMU and each column corresponds to a time instant as shown in

Fig. 2.9. SVD can be used to decompose a matrix X into a product of three

matrices

X = UΣV T , (2.10)

where U ∈ R(p×p)and V ∈ R(q×q) are the orthogonal matrices containing eigen-

vectors of XXT and XTX, respectively. Σ ∈ R(p×q) is a diagonal matrix whose

values are the singular values, which are square roots of the eigenvalues of XXT

or XTX arranged in decreasing order.

(2.10) can be expressed as a sum of rank one matrices as given in 2.11

X =

p∑
i=1

uiσiv
T
i = u1σ1v

T
1 + u2σ2v

T
2 + · · ·+ upσpv

T
p , (2.11)

where ui and vi are the left and right singular vectors, respectively, while σi are

the corresponding singular value.

SVD can be used for data compression, enabling noise reduction and data depen-

dences, as small singular values mainly represent the noise and interdependences

in X. It can be seen in many applications that the ordered singular values in

the diagonal Σ decrease rapidly. In such applications, only a few terms in (2.11)

would be necessary for a good approximation of matrix X. Thus, a few singular
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Figure 2.9: Data matrix X

Figure 2.10: SVD of Data matrix X

values need to be retained in Σ for data compression using SVD.

A large number of smart sensors like Phasor Measurement Unit (PMUs) can be

deployed in power systems, which will collect and transmit enormous amounts of

data to the central controller for power system control applications.

2.5.3.1 Data Collection Let’s consider, for example, that measurements

from p different PMUs in an area of power system, taken over q time instants,

need to be transmitted through communication network to serve. This set of

input measurements can be put in the form of a matrix X, with each number of

row containing the measurement taken from a given PMU and each column con-

taining the measurement at a given instant as shown in Fig.2.9. Representation

of data in this form can be easily manipulated for data compression.
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2.5.3.2 Data Compression Matrix X can be factorized into three matrices

by applying the SVD. It can be shown in 2.12 and can be schematically repre-

sented in Fig.2.10. Matrix V T in (2.10) is hereafter written as just V in order to

simplify the notation.

X(p×q) = U (p×p)Σ(p×q)V (q×q), (2.12)

where Σ is a diagonal matrix that contains the SV s of X, ordered from the

highest to the lowest. Data can be compressed significantly by utilizing the fact

that matrices of power system data contain spatial-temporal correlation that leads

to only a few Singular Values (SV s) actually being non-negligible. Thus, a good

approximation of matrix X can be obtained by keeping only the SV s found to be

significant in matrix Σ . Assume that only r SV s are to be retained in Σ and let

the matrix XR denotes the approximated reduced matrix from matrix X. The

matrix XR can be computed by replacing Σ by Σ′ in (2.10), yielding 2.13

XR = UΣ′V T , (2.13)

where each matrix takes the form of

XR=

 XR
(r×r)
11 XR

(r×(q−r))
12

XR
((p−r)×r)
21 XR

((p−r)×(q−r))
22

,

U=

 U
(r×r)
11 U

(r×(p−r))
12

U
((p−r)×r)
21 U

((p−r)×(p−r))
22

,
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V=

 V
(r×r)
11 V

(r×(q−r))
12

V
((q−r)×r)
21 V

((q−r)×(q−r))
22

,

Σ′=

 Σ
′(r×r)
11 0

0 0

.

Performing matrix multiplication on the right hand side of 2.13, XR can be rep-

resented in 2.14

 XR11 XR12

XR21 XR22

 =

 U11Σ
′
11V11 U11Σ

′
11V12

U21Σ
′
11V11 U21Σ

′
11V12

 . (2.14)

It can be seen from (2.14) that the only matrices needed to compute the reduced

matrix XR are: Σ
′(r×r)
11 ; U

(r×r)
11 ; U

((p−r)×r))
12 ; V

(r×r)
11 ; and V

(r×(q−r))
12 . Considering

the dimensions of each submatrix and knowing that Σ′ is diagonal, it can be

observed that total number of elements to be transmitted for those submatrices

equals (p+ q + 1)× r.

2.5.3.3 Compression Ratio Compression Ratio (CR) is defined as the ratio

of size of original data by size of compressed data. A CR=10 means that the

data has been compressed with the ratio 10:1. CR is computed by 2.15, that

expresses the ratio between total number of elements in the original matrix X

(measurements) and the total number of elements in the submatrices that are

needed to compute the matrix XR

CR =
p× q

(p+ q + 1)× r
. (2.15)
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It can be seen from (2.15) that, given a measurement set, the effectiveness of

the data compression will depend on the number of SV s, to be retained after

performing the SVD. Communication network bottleneck limits the value of CR

that can be considered acceptable for a given compression task. So, alternatively,

it is possible to rearrange (2.15) so that one can directly compute the number of

SV s that need to be retained in order to achieve a given CR as given in 2.16

r =
p× q

(p+ q + 1)× CR
. (2.16)

(2.16) can be used to directly compute number of SV s that will meet a given CR

requirement. However, it should be noted that r can take only positive integers

because it represents the number of SV s to be retained in Σ. For practical

purposes, a rounding of r to the nearest positive integer value will be a good

approximation to meet the specified CR requirement.

2.5.3.4 Computation of Loss of information Lossy compression methods

can be very effective for data compression, but this happens with a cost, which

is the loss of information that cannot be retrieved when the original signal is

reconstructed. Thus, it is advisable to compress the data in such a way that a

good trade-off between the CR and loss of information is achieved. Data com-

pression, in other words, should not result in the loss of information that renders

the reconstructed matrix of limited use. Loss of information, in this thesis, is

measured in terms of the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean percentage error

(MPE) observed when comparing the reconstructed data matrix with original

input data as given in 2.17 and 2.18
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MAE =
1

p× q

p∑
i

q∑
j

| X(i, j)−XR(i, j) |, (2.17)

MPE =
1

p× q

p∑
i

q∑
j

| X(i, j)−XR(i, j)

X(i, j)
| ×100. (2.18)

2.5.4 Compressive Sensing

Another lossy compression technique is the compressive sensing (CS) which takes

advantage of sparse signal structures, is considered as a promising joint data

compression and reconstruction method to transmit information efficiently [54].

As the data obtained from observing a physical system like power system, in-

herently contains spatial and temporal correlation [55], it can be compressed

before transmitting through the unreliable communication channel and recovered

at the receiving end. In power system applications, real-time data of bus volt-

ages and line currents in each area can be first sampled and compressed before

being transmitted through the communication network. At the receiving end, it

is first decoded and recovered accurately by the central controller. The size of

transmitted data can be significantly reduced with the use of CS.

CS has been utilized in many applications of signal processing e.g. a CS-based

data loss recovery algorithm to improve the communication efficiency by reducing

the communication burden and thus, saving the power demand is presented in

[56], which is further improved in [57] with low space complexity, low floating-

point calculations, and low time complexity robust CS framework. Recently, a

data reduction scheme by removing redundant phasor information before trans-

mission is proposed in [58] in order to reduce the amount of data.
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2.5.4.1 Compression Using CS Power system data such as bus voltage mag-

nitudes, angles, and line currents can be monitored with the help of Phasor Mea-

surement Units (PMUs) at each interval of time and need to be transmitted to

the central controller. To start compression, if there are n PMUs in the power

system control area, at each time step k, the state measurements vector x(k)

taken from n sensors of the power system control area can be compressed into m

linear measurements (such that m < n, and y ∈ Rm) [59] as 2.19

y(k) = Φx(k) + N(k) = ΦΨθ(k) + N(k) = Υθ(k) + N(k), (2.19)

where m is a function of the number of non-zero elements of the vector x(k),

x(k)=Ψθ(k) is the representation of x (k) into its basis matrix Ψ ∈ Rm×n and

the vector of transform coefficients θ(k) ∈ Rn . N(k) is the Gaussian additive

white noise vector with zero mean and variance in the signal. Φ ∈ Rm×n is

the measurement matrix and Υ = ΦΨ ∈ Rm×n is the sensing matrix. In power

system applications measurement vector, x (k) can be the voltage and reactive

power magnitudes measured at the load buses. 2.19 will be used to compress

measured data vector before sending it through the communication channel.

For compression, by using DCT basis, the basis of the state measurements vec-

tor x (k) is first changed into transformation coefficients vector θ(k). Then, the

transformation coefficients vector θ(k) is compressed into size m× 1 using mea-

surement matrix Φ ∈ Rm×n of size m×n where m << n. After compression, the

compressed data is transmitted through communication channel. Note that, any

universal data independent basis can be considered as a basis matrix Ψ ∈ Rn×n.

Some of the available transformations may include the discrete cosine transform

(DCT) basis, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) basis, and the discrete wavelet
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transform (DWT), etc.

2.5.4.2 Recovery using CS At the end of communication channel, recover-

ing of the original measured data vector can be done by solving 2.20 for θ̂(k).

However, decoding of 2.20 is an NP-hard problem involving l0-norm minimiza-

tion. Thus, l1-norm minimization which is the convex approximation of l0-norm

is adopted as 2.20

θ̂(k) = arg minθ(k)||θ(k)||1 subject to y(k) = Υθ(k) + N(k), (2.20)

where θ̂(k) is the vector of transformation coefficients of the measurement vector.

After recovering transformation coefficients vector θ̂(k), the state measurement

vector is calculated as 2.21

x̂ (k) = Ψθ̂(k), (2.21)

where x̂ (k) is the vector of recovered measurements. fig.2.11 shows the pictorial

representation of CS where state measurement vector x(k) is being compressed

using encoding algorithm of 2.19 and recovered using 2.20 and 2.21.

2.5.4.3 Compression Ratio The performance of CS can be evaluated by the

following two criterions:

• Compression ratio (ρ) :

ρ =
The size of data being transmitted without CS

The size of data being transmitted with CS
, (2.22)
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Figure 2.11: Compression and Recovery of x using CS

• Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) :

SNR =
−20 log ||x− x̂||

||x||
. (2.23)

2.6 Fault Detection Techniques

Power system protection is a very important branch of power engineering that

deals with the protection of power systems, more specifically to identify the ab-

normal conditions and faults in the system. There are many techniques used to

detect the abnormal conditions in the system. There are some related more to-

ward control engineering approach, while others are more towards mathematical,

statistical and Artificial Intelligence approach. Some recent interesting work can

be seen in [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. One of the recent fault detection technique

is known as Mathematical Morphology Singular Entropy (MSE) that combines
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the concepts of Mathematical Morphology (MM) , Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD) and Information Entropy to detect abnormal conditions in power systems.

2.6.1 Mathematical Morphology Singular Entropy

As mentioned in the previous section, Mathematical Morphology Singular En-

tropy (MSE) utilizes three different techniques: Mathematical Morphology (MM),

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Information Entropy, and then com-

bines them to detect the abnormal conditions. Here is a brief overview of these

three approaches.

2.6.1.1 Mathematical Morphology Mathematical Morphology is a concept

based on the set theory [66] and has been established by introducing the funda-

mental operations on two sets. One of the set is given measured signal and other

set is a function known as the structuring element (SE) which is used to process

the given signal. SE is used as a probe which translates over the given signal.

Morphological operators are the set transformations which are highly efficient for

feature extraction and de-noising the noisy signals while preserving the nature of

signals [67]. Two basic morphological operators are dilation and erosion which

together make a pair of dual transforms. Let x (k) denote the state measurement

vector obtained from power system and g(s) denote the structuring element, then

mathematically, the dilation (⊕) and erosion (�) of x (k) by g(s) are given by

2.24 and 2.25

(x⊕ g) = max
s

x(k + s) + g(s), (2.24)
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(x� g) = min
s

x(k + s)− g(s), (2.25)

where s is the vector of structuring element [68].

Dilation operator computes the maximum value within the neighborhood of x (k)

and erosion operator calculates the minimum value within the neighborhood of

x (k). Intuitively, dilation can be considered as swelling of x (k) while erosion

can be imagined as shrinking of x (k). SE can have different shapes and sizes

depending on the problem to be solved. A simple case of SE is of the form

g(s) = 0 and it is called (known as) “flat SE”. A SE is a shape that is used to

probe an image. Flat structuring elements are binary in nature and are sometimes

considered as masks.

Most of the time, flat structuring elements are centered and are square matrices,

with an odd size: 3× 3, 5× 5, etc. These matrices consist of 0′s and 1′s and are

typically much smaller than the image being processed. It is common to use flat

structuring elements in morphological applications. In order to filter the noise

from signal, Mathematical Morphological Filter (MMF) is designed by averaging

the dilated and eroded waveforms as 2.26 :

xfilter(k) =
(x⊕ g)(k) + (x� g)(k)

2
, (2.26)

where x filter(k) is the filtered output of x (k). By applying different shapes and

lengths of SE, filter can de-noise the input signal in different levels.

2.6.1.2 Singular Value Decomposition SVD has already been explained

in this chapter and hence, only a very brief working of SVD is given here. It is

used to decompose a matrix A ∈ Rm×n into two orthonormal matrices L ∈ Rm×m
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and M ∈ Rn×n and a rectangular diagonal matrix Σ ∈ Rm×n as given in 2.27 [69]

A = LΣMT , (2.27)

where Σ consists of positive square roots of eigenvalues known as singular values of

A. Singular values (σ) are arranged in its descending order in Σ. By decomposing

the matrix of measured state data using SVD, the state data can be represented

in a decreasing order of their magnitudes using singular values.

2.6.1.3 Information Entropy In information theory, information entropy is

the expected value of the information contained in each message. In other words,

it is the measure of uncertainty in each data package as defined by [70] 2.28

E =
n∑
i=1

pi ln(pi), (2.28)

where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 is the probability of occurrence of an event where
∑n

i=1 pi = 1

and n is the total number of events or total number of data packages. When

all probabilities are equal to each other, the information entropy E reaches its

maximum value ln(n) means that it is the most uncertain situation.

2.7 Summary

This chapter first introduces the basic fundamentals concepts about apparent

power generation, real power generation and reactive power generation. Then it

presents the importance of reactive power generation and power factor improve-

ments. After explaining various means of power factor improvements, it presents
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hierarchical control for power systems which is used for voltage and frequency

stabilization of power systems.

Furthermore, this chapter presents various existing control paradigms for power

system: centralized and distributed. It describes advantages, disadvantages, so-

lutions to existing challenges within control paradigms. It then moves on to

different compression techniques, their benefits and mathematical formulations.

Finally, it presents the importance of power system protection and mathematical

morphology singular entropy as a fault identification technique.



Chapter 3

Singular Value Decomposition

based Load Frequency Control:

The Secondary Control

With the recent expansion and growing complexity of power system to realize

the growing load demand, the massive amount of information that needs to be

transmitted for real-time monitoring, and control purposes, has risen rapidly. The

accurate and timely transmission of this enormous amount of data poses great

challenge to the existing communication network [71]. This chapter proposes

a novel Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based real-time Load Frequency

Control (LFC) of a multi-area power system. According to the proposed strategy,

the measured data in each control area is decomposed using SVD before being

transmitted through the communication network, and only the most valuable

information is transmitted to the control center [72].

The proposed strategy is capable of significantly reducing the volume of the data

44
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to be transmitted through the communication network and accurately recover-

ing the original data. These features are illustrated by the test results that

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SVD based load frequency control

strategy.

In this chapter, a real-time SVD based frequency control strategy is proposed

for a multi-area interconnected power system. The real- time data at each con-

trol area is first sampled and decomposed before being transmitted through the

communication network. To address the problem of time delay and packet drop,

model predictive control (MPC) technique, which minimizes a finite-horizon cost

function in a receding horizon manner, is introduced. The proposed algorithm is

reliable, robust, and its effectiveness is demonstrated through simulations. The

contributions of this chapter are:

• Real-time load frequency control is implemented for a multi-area power

system.

• SVD is introduced to reduce the size of transmitted data significantly at a

very fast rate.

• Comparison of results of SVD with CS as a compression technique is pre-

sented to realize the importance of SVD

• MPC is introduced to effectively handle the data delay and packet loss

problem.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 discusses the related work and

motivation behind the frequency control and use of SVD to compress the size

of data transmission. Section 3.2 introduces the SVD based LFC, our proposed
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method to regulate frequency of a multi-area power system while decreasing the

size of real-time data at the same time. Settings for testing the proposed algo-

rithm are given in Section 3.3 with results and their discussions are followed in

Section 3.4. Finally, the findings are summarized in Section 3.5.

3.1 Motivation and Related Work

With the rapid growth in electric energy demand and the increasing attention to

lessen the environmental impact of the power systems, the penetration level of

renewable distributed energy sources, the scale of power systems and the infor-

mation handling quantity have kept increasing [73]. The transmission of massive

amount of real-time system data poses great challenges for reliable, safe, robust

and economical operation of the next-generation power system[74].

LFC is a very important control technique for supplying sufficient and high quality

electric power in a very efficient and cost-effective way[74, 75, 76]. Its main

objective is to control the frequency deviations within the permissible range by

controlling the real power output generation of the generating units and balancing

the tie-line power interchange in response to generation and load variations. It

is an area wide control scheme which rectifies frequency deviation produced by

load variation in its area. Initially, the primary control tries to minimize those

deviations but since it is a proportional controller, the response is not free from

deviation. Load Frequency Control rectifies the miniature deviations existing

after the operation of primary control.

Load frequency control is an area-wide control scheme that requires the local data

to be sent to the central controller of the control area. Real-time system state
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measurements are transmitted from massive number of distributed generation

units to the control center in a conventional centralized LFC strategy [77].The

operating timescale of this type of control is ranging from few seconds to min-

utes. The transmission of information is happened to have communication delays

due to several factors including transmission protocol used, data package size,

network communication load etc. [78]. The amount of data being gathered and

transmitted is so big that all of it may not be able to be transmitted at the rates

at which it is gathered. The communication system, thus, needs to be designed

to transmit only the necessary data to the control center [79]. However, it is

extremely challenging to identify the necessary data in a real-time manner to

preserve the integrity of important information. Therefore, there is an urgent

need to develop advanced information processing techniques to support real-time

control and management.

Recently, CS which takes advantage of the sparse signal structures has been

utilized by many researchers to reduce the communication delay and cost of data

transmission [33]. A dynamic CS framework, where continuous-time sparse signal

is sampled and reconstructed afterwards based on the prior signal knowledge,

is proposed in [80] for a real-time control application. In [58], an amount of

data reduction scheme is proposed by removing redundant phasor information

to identify only the important information. Similarly, in [56], a CS-based data

loss recovery algorithm is proposed to improve the communication efficiency by

reducing the communication burden.

In [81], authors propose real-time CS based strategy for the load frequency con-

trol of a multi-area power system. The measured data in each control area is

compressed before being transmitted through the communication network, and
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then recovered at the end of communication channel. The proposed strategy can

significantly reduce the size of transmitted data. However, LFC is a secondary

control that is a fast control strategy usually of an order of few seconds.

But using of CS as compression technique may slow down the data transmission

process. In CS, we need to design a basis matrix that transforms the measurement

vector into a new basis. CS also requires a measurement matrix which is used

to compress the measurement data into smaller dimension. Formulation of basis

matrix and measurement matrix in CS makes the process slow. In addition to it,

various reconstruction algorithms can be used to recover the original data. Some

of the algorithms are convex optimization based and others are greedy algorithms

[82].

These algorithms further, consume time in recovering the original data. Further-

more, the effectiveness of CS based compression algorithms relies on the bases

selection for the temporal and spatial compression. If the optimal bases are not

utilized for compression, it may result in a slower transmission of data. In an

application of LFC, data needs to be transmitted at a very fast rate and CS may

not comply with the rate of transmission required by LFC. Therefore, there is

an urgent need to develop a fast advanced information processing technique to

support real-time LFC scheme.

Singular Value Decomposition has been successfully employed for data compres-

sion related applications [53, 83]. SVD is a lossy compression technique in which

part of the information is lost when the data is compressed. In such a compres-

sion, not only the redundant data but also less relevant information is discarded.

This will significantly improve the data compression. Along with this compres-

sion requirement, it is, further, required for the compression technique to be fast
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Figure 3.1: ith control area with multiple generators in a multi-area power system

in order to match the rate of response scale for fast Load Frequency Control

scheme. Singular Value Decomposition satisfies both of these requirements, that

is why, Singular Value Decomposition has been used.

3.2 The Proposed Method: SVD Based LFC

SVD based LFC approach consists of two parts: 1) SVD part and 2) the LFC

part. Formulation of SVD along with its application as compression technique

has been discusses in 2.5.3. In this section, we will discuss the formulation of

LFC for a multi-area power system.

3.2.1 Load Frequency Control

Frequency of a system can be controlled by varying the real power generation in

the system. Frequency control of a multi-area power system is shown in Fig.3.1,

where ith control area with m number of generators is connected with its jth
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neighbor. Although the power system is highly non-linear physical system, the

linearized model is valid in frequency control application because only small vari-

ations and disturbances are expected during normal operation of power system

[84].

Equations governing small signal dynamic operation of the ith control area of a

multi-area power system are shown from 3.1 through 3.4.

∆ḟi(t) = −∆fi
TPi

+
KPi

TPi

mi∑
k=1

∆Pgki(t)−
KPi

TPi
∆PDi(t)

− KPi

2πTPi

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

Kij(∆δi(t)−∆δj(t)),

(3.1)

∆ṖDi(t) = −∆Pgki(t)

TTki
+

∆Xgki(t)

TTki
, (3.2)

∆Ẋgki(t) =
−∆fi(t)

RkiTGki
− ∆Xgki(t)

TGki
− PCki(t)

TGki
+
uki(t)

TGki
, (3.3)

∆ṖCki(t) = αki[KBi∆fi(t) +
1

2π

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

Kij(∆δi(t)−∆δj(t))], (3.4)

where ∆fi, ∆Xgki, ∆Pgki, ∆δi, ∆PCki, and ∆PDi are the changes in frequency,

governor value position, power output, rotor angle deviation, integral control of

the kth generator, and supply demand mismatch disturbance, respectively. KPi,

Ri, and KBi are power system gain, droop control coefficient, and frequency bias

factor, respectively. TGKi, TTki and TPi are the time constants of governor, turbine

and power system, respectively. αki and Kij are the integral control gain that

also contains participation factor of the generator; and the interconnection gain

between two interconnected areas. Vectors of state variables and control variables

in the ith control area with mi generators are shown in 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.
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xi(t) = [∆fi,∆Pg1i, · · · ,∆Pgmi,∆Xg1i, · · · ,∆Xgmi,

∆PC1i, · · · ,∆PCmi,∆δi]Tni×1,

(3.5)

ui = [0, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, u1i, · · · , umi, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, 0]Tni×1, (3.6)

where ni is the size of the state variables in control area i with ni = 3mi + 2.In

this problem of Load Frequency Control, the number of state variables needs to

be transmitted from a local area to the central controller are of size (3m+2). For

a power system with N control areas, vector of state variables, control variables

and disturbance term (change in load demand) are given in 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9,

respectively.

X(t) = [x1(t), · · · , xN(t)]T , (3.7)

U(t) = [u1(t), · · · , uN(t)]T , (3.8)

∆PD(t) = [∆PD1, · · · ,∆PDN ]T . (3.9)

Based on 3.7 to 3.9, the dynamic equations of LFC can be written in standard

state space form as 3.10.

Ẋ(t) = AX(t) +BU(t) + F∆PD(t), (3.10)

where,
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Figure 3.2: Diagonal entries of matrix A

A=



A11 A12 · · · A1N

A21 A22 · · · A2N

A31
...

...
...

AN1 AN2 · · · ANN


,

The diagonal entriess of A are shown in 3.2.

B = diag[B1, B2, · · · , BN ],

Bi = [0, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, 1
TG1i

, · · · , 1
TG1m

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, 0]T ,

F = diag[F1, F2, · · · , FN ],

Fi = [−KPi

TPi
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

mi

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi

, 0]T .

We adopt a discrete-time approach and take sample-hold effects into account.

The discrete-time expression of 3.10 can be written as 3.11

X(k + 1) = AdX(k) +BdU(k) + Fd(k), (3.11)

where, Ad = eATs , Bd =
∫ Ts
0
eAτdτB,
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Figure 3.3: SVD based communication between power system and central con-
troller

Fd(k) =
∫ Ts
0
eAτF∆PD((k + 1)Ts − τ)dτ.

If the sampling time,Ts, for conversion from continuous to discrete-time is signif-

icantly small and mismatch disturbance is constant during one sampling period,

3.11 can be further simplified as 3.12

X(k + 1) = (I + TsA)X(k) + TsBU(k) + TsF∆PD(k). (3.12)

3.2.2 Proposed Algorithm

There exists a large number of controllable generation units in each control area.

As per 3.11, huge number of data needs to be transmitted towards the control cen-

ter through an unreliable communication network for a multi-area power system

as shown in Fig.3.3. Conventional methods will require a communication net-

work with large bandwidth and high reliability to enable the real-time operation

of power system, which is highly expensive for implementation [85, 86]. However,

owing to the interconnectivity of devices in power grid, this data naturally ex-

hibits spatio-temporal correlation. Thus, it can be efficiently compressed using
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SVD and then reconstructed by exploiting the joint spatial-temporal correlation

among the measured data.

As working of SVD is explained is explained in 2.5.3, X(k), given in 3.5 is the

original data received from the PMUs installed in the system. This data is com-

pressed using SVD before sending it through the communication channel. At

the receiving end, it will be recovered using the approach described in 2.5.3.1.

Finally, recovered data is sent to the central controller that decides the control

input for LFC of the system.

In Load Frequency Control, the number of state variables needs to be transmitted

from an area are given in 3.5 and that are of size (3m + 2). For simplicity, lets

assume 3m+ 2 = p. These measurements are monitored for a data window of q.

Thus, the data that is transmitted from local area without compression is of the

size of p × q. The size of measurements that are transmitted with compression

using SVD are explained in Chapter 2 in the form of 2.15 and its size is (p+q+1)×r

where, r(r � p, q) is the singular values retained after compression.

Data window of each PMU contains q sets of data for q time steps, but not all

data need to be transmitted at each step. Initially, the data window is initiated

with q−1 sets of data for the initial q−1 time steps to form matrix X. With the

next data set coming in, the earliest data set will be pushed out of the matrix

X. In other words, earliest received q data sets will be stored in matrix X. When

(q + 1)th set of data coming in, the earliest set will be pushed out. As given in

Fig.3.3, following steps are involved while implementing the proposed algorithm.

1. As shown in 2.10, data matrix X is formed.

2. SVD is performed to obtain U , Σ′ and V .
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Table 3.1: Convergence time comparison between SVD and CS

SVD CS
CR Time(s) CR Time(s)
1:1 0.84 1:1 0.95
2:1 0.81 2:1 0.80
3:1 0.75 3:1 0.70
4:1 0.70 4:1 –
5:1 0.61 5:1 –
6:1 0.56 6:1 –
7:1 0.50 7:1 –

3. According to 2.16, r is chosen to achieve a given CR.

4. Submatrices Σ
′(r×r)
11 ; U

(r×r)
11 ; U

((p−r)×r))
12 ; V

(r×r)
11 ; and V

(r×(q−r))
12 are formed.

5. Reconstruct matrix X by computing XR according to (2.14).

6. The loss of information is evaluated by computing MAE and MPE using

2.17 and 2.18, respectively.

Before sending the compressed data through the communication network, it is

possible to check if the loss of information is acceptable. If it is not acceptable,

data compression should be performed again by increasing the value of r. This

will reduce the loss of information but with the cost of making data compression

less effective. Once a trade-off between CR and loss of information is achieved,

the data can be transmitted.

3.3 Experiment Settings

To evaluate the proposed method , a power system of three-control areas is chosen,

where the average values of parameters for three areas Ai, Bi are directly taken
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Table 3.2: Comparison of error between CS and SVD

SVD CS
CR MAE MPE(100%) CR MAE MPE(100%)
1:1 0.00 0.00 1:1 0.00 0.00
2:1 0.001 0.251 2:1 0.001 0.8
3:1 0.003 0.406 3:1 0.002 0.95
4:1 0.004 0.479 4:1 – –
5:1 0.004 0.532 5:1 – –
6:1 0.007 0.710 6:1 – –
7:1 0.009 1.004 7:1 – –

from [87]. Model parameters for Fi are also given in the same paper. Values

for time constants and gains as given in [87] are used to calculated the plant

parameters.

To test the proposed SVD based Load Frequency control strategy on given three-

area interconnected power system with six generators in each control area, MAT-

LAB on MacBook pro of 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5 and memory of 8 GB is utilized.

3.4 Results and Discussion

Convergence of control variable of three areas is shown in Fig 3.4 which shows

that the control variable changes to minimize the frequency deviation in each area,

finally converging to zero. It means that control variable reaches to zero and no

further action is required to stabilize the frequency. Frequency deviation using

our proposed algorithm reaches to zero as shown in 3.5. Two lines of frequency

deviation are shown using CS based LFC and SVD based LFC. It can be observed

that SVD based LFC has faster convergence than CS based LFC. Time taken by

SVD is 0.5s whereas taken by CS based LFC is 0.6s approximately.

To compare the speed of convergence, both algorithms are tested with the same
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Figure 3.4: Control variable of three areas

three-area power system and results are tabulated in Table 3.1. It is observed

that SVD based algorithm converges faster than the CS based LFC algorithm.

Also the achievable compression ratio is higher for SVD based LFC which can

compress seven times of the original data. However, it increases the error between

original data and the reconstructed data as shown in 3.2. Mean Average Error

for CR of 3:1 is more for SVD based algorithm than that of CS based LFC. Thus,

there should be some trade off between the compression ratio and error in the

reconstructed data. Compression ratio should be decreased if error is more than

the permitted error and should be checked before adopting the final CR.

It should be noted that power system state measurements may sometimes be

noisy. If noisy signal is sent to the central controller, it may have error in the

control input. So, to send a noiseless signal to the secondary controller, an effec-

tive filter should be designed in LFC application. Also, any fault or disturbance

in local systems should be identified locally before sending it to the central con-
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Figure 3.5: Frequency deviation of the power system

troller. Reason for identifying it locally is that it may slow down the protection

system if information is first sent to the central controller and then control signal

is fed back to local systems all the way from the central controller.

However, filtering technique and fault identification scheme are not designed for

LFC application because the number of signals being sent to the central controller

in LFC are of diverse characteristics, each having different bandwidth and nature,

a single unique filter of specific bandwidth and parameters, will not be able to

reduce noise from all incoming signals. Hence, the design of filter and fault

identification scheme is unique for each signal type. Implementation of such a

scheme with filters local to each signal will increase system cost to a huge extent

which is why it may not be techno-economically feasible to implement these

schemes in LFC.
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3.5 Summary and Contributions

In the real-time centralized load frequency control application, a large amount of

data need to be shared with the control center via a timely and accurate data

transmission scheme. However, due to the continuous rapid expansion of smart

grid, the amount of data is so massive that it poses challenge to an effective

transmission of real-time data.

This chapter proposes a methodology for data compression of real-time centralized

load frequency control of a three-area interconnected power system using the

SVD technique. The proposed methodology can help the existing communication

network to cope with the challenge of transmitting an enormous volume of real-

time data. The proposed algorithm is tested on a three-area power system to

verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The obtained results show

that a significant reduction in the volume of data can be achieved.



Chapter 4

Compressive Sensing and

Mathematical Morphology

Singular Entropy Based

Real-Time Voltage Control: The

Secondary Control

This chapter presents an improved secondary voltage control (SVCON) method-

ology incorporating compressive sensing (CS) for a multi-area power system. SV-

CON minimizes the voltage deviation of the load buses while CS deals with the

problem of the limited bandwidth capacity of the communication channel by re-

ducing the size of massive data output from phasor measurement unit (PMU)

based monitoring system. The proposed strategy further incorporates the ap-

plication of a Morphological Median Filter (MMF) to reduce the noise from the

60
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output of the PMUs.

To keep the control area secure and protected locally, Mathematical Singular

Entropy (MSE) based fault identification approach is utilized for fast discovery

of faults in the control area. Simulation results with 27-bus and 486-bus power

systems show that CS can reduce the data size up to 1/10th while the MSE based

fault identification technique can accurately distinguish between fault and steady

state conditions.

The prime control objective of the proposed control strategy is to improve the

voltage profile of load buses in a multi-area power system which is achieved by

using secondary voltage control. In addition to it, the communication burden of

the power system data transmission is decreased using CS. Another advantage

of the proposed control scheme is to detect abnormal loading conditions/faults

locally with the help of MSE. The main contributions of this chapter are a unified

method that jointly addresses these problems.

• Real-time SVCON is proposed to minimize the worst-case voltage deviation

of the control area by adopting an infinite norm minimization problem.

• CS is used to encode and decode the real-time power system data to deal

with the issues of data congestion and limited bandwidth.

• To deal with the noise in the signals, MMF is proposed to reduce the noise

in the PMU output.

• MSE based fault identification approach is employed for the fast identifica-

tion of disturbances in the control area.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents the related work and
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motivation for this chapter. Section 4.2 talks about the Secondary Voltage Con-

trol (SVCON), its formulation and proposed method of SVCON. Section 4.3

presents the implementation of CS and MSE based SVCON algorithm. Section

4.4 details the simulation settings used to test the proposed algorithm followed by

Section 4.5 presenting the detailed results and their discussions. Finally, Section

4.6 concludes the chapter with summary of the important findings.

4.1 Motivation and Related Work

Nowadays, distributed generation (DG) is increasing in the power system due to

the environmental and economical motivation. The integration of massive DGs

introduces intermittency, which makes the power system architecture susceptible

to disturbances. These disturbances may cause severe voltage deviations or even

voltage collapse in the power system. Therefore, adequate voltage control is very

important to avoid voltage abnormalities in power systems.

The hierarchical voltage control adopted in various countries can be considered

as a solution to the problem of voltage collapse and instability [88]. Hierarchical

voltage control usually consists of three control levels: primary, secondary and

tertiary. The primary control is a local control and its main role is to automati-

cally maintain the generator bus voltages close to their reference values by acting

on generator exciters. However, primary voltage control is not always sufficient

to cope with voltage violations associated with load changes[20]. When the load

increases, the primary control technique keeps the generator bus voltage close to

its reference value. However, this control does not ensure the voltage regulation

of all the load buses in the network.
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To maintain the load bus voltage within the permissible limits, Secondary Voltage

Control (SVCON) is utilized in [89], which is a feedback control strategy to

minimize the voltage deviation of load buses. SVCON was first established in

Europe and since then many researchers have utilized it in several countries like

Brazil [90], Canada [91] and China [92]. For the implementation of SVCON, the

power system network is divided into several distinct zones where the voltage

of each zone is controlled through automatic adjustment of voltage regulating

units. The size of the adjustments is determined by the difference between the

current load bus voltage and the predefined reference value of the bus. Thus, for

the reliable functioning of SVCON, all the load buses need to be monitored all

the time. However, due to high cost, not all buses are equipped with PMUs for

complete monitoring. The load buses which are equipped with PMUs, are called

pilot buses while the rest are known as non-pilot buses [93].

Several SVCON approaches have been proposed in the recent literature. Gu et

al. [94] designed a non-linear state estimator based decentralized SVCON scheme

for voltage regulation which incorporates the effects of communication latency,

whereas Wang et al. [95] designed a coordinated SVCON strategy through a fuzzy

logic scheme. As the number of pilot buses are usually less than the total number

of load buses in a control area, the SVC problem can be mathematically viewed

as an under-determined problem. Several methods exist in the literature to solve

the under-determined SVCON problem. Infinite norm regularization technique

is used to minimize the worst-case voltage deviation [96]. Similarly, Chebyshev

norm is utilized to design an optimal control strategy to minimize the worst-case

voltage deviation.

The real-time monitoring of load buses is usually accomplished using PMUs.
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Recent literature cites the usage of PMUs in power system applications [97, 98].

They are capable of providing fast and synchronized measurements and have

the capability to overcome the interference from external conditions. The PMU

measurements, however, may suffer from different issues related to cyber physical

attacks, sensor failures and data congestion. The centralized SVCON requires

transmission of massive amount of data between the local control area and the

central controller, which may cause data congestion. Data congestion may be

significant, especially when the control area is large and the available bandwidth

of the communication channel is limited.

Bandwidth requirement is evaluated by [39], which states that a bandwidth of

5 - 10 Mbps and 25 - 75 Mbps is required for applications within one control

area and for inter control center communications, respectively. It may further

be aggravated when data from several control zones is being concentrated at the

Phasor Data Concentrator, before transmitting to the central controller. Thus,

a data size reduction technique should be proposed to deal with these issues.

Reduction or compression of data may also minimize the communication delay,

the power loss on the communication channel, and communication channel cost.

CS is regarded as a promising joint data acquisition and reconstruction method

to deal with the problem of limited bandwidth and data congestion. The data

retrieved from the PMUs can be compressed before sending through the com-

munication channel and can be recovered at the end of communication channel.

Plenty of research has been performed to recover the signal at the end of com-

munication channel [80, 99]. A CS based control strategy is developed for load

frequency control in a multi-area power system network [81]. This strategy helps

reduce the transmission data loss and increase the reliability of the communica-
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tion network.

Performance of CS may be affected by the noise in the signal, which may induce

error in the signal processing and degrade the systems dynamic performance [100].

In order to deal with such problems, several noise filtering techniques have been

developed in the recent literature [101, 102]. Based on the theory of Mathematical

Morphology (MM) , a mathematical morphological filter (MMF) is proposed in

[103], which helps smooth sharp edges, narrow valleys and gaps in a contour. The

MMF filter has been found to be effective in the removal of signal noise in power

systems applications.

Apart from noise in the signals, abrupt load changes/faults in the power system

may lead to significant deterioration of the terminal voltage. There has always

been a need to design a fault identification technique that can observe changes

in the signal waveforms locally and can activate the control action.

Recent literature in fault identification suggests MM based [59] and Morphology

Singular Entropy (MSE) based [104] fault identification techniques. For rapid

identification of disturbance, the signal should be analyzed before being sent to

communication channels. Thus, a MSE-based fault identification technique is

proposed which can detect the abnormality in the signal waveform accurately.

The prime control objective of the proposed control strategy is to improve the

voltage profile of load buses in a multi-area power system which is achieved by

using secondary voltage control. In addition to it, the communication burden of

power system data transmission is decreased using CS. Another advantage of the

proposed control scheme is to detect abnormal loading conditions/faults locally

with the help of MSE.
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4.2 Secondary Voltage Control

In the power system hierarchical control, secondary voltage control deals with

the regulation of load bus voltages only. The primary control/ local control

deals with the voltage regulation of source buses. As load buses have no sources

connected on them, so primary control cannot regulate their states and thus,

secondary control comes into operation and regulates the load buses. Thats

why, this chapter considers regulating the voltage of load buses in the proposed

algorithm of secondary voltage control.

SVCON minimizes the load bus voltage deviations within power systems. Voltage

deviation is calculated by the difference between the measured bus voltage and

its predefined reference value as 4.1:

∆|VL| = |VL| − |VL∗|, (4.1)

where VL is the load bus measured voltage and VL
∗ is its predefined reference

voltage. VL is usually measured with the help of PMUs, attached on the selected

buses as shown in Fig.4.1, which explains the working diagram of SVCON in a

power system network. In a control area of power system, there are load buses,

capacitor buses and generator buses. Any change in load on load bus or on

capacitor bus will affect the voltage of the respective buses. Thus, monitoring

of state variables x = [VL, QL] should always be performed and sent to SVCON

unit to regulate them. SVCON unit, in turn changes the control input vector

u = [∆VG,∆QG] to regulate the state measurements vector.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the Secondary Voltage Control

4.2.1 Problem Formulation

In the centralized control of SVCON, the transmission of massive data incurs de-

lays in data arrival at the receiving station. To deal with this problem in SVCON,

CS can be used to decrease the data size and hence decrease the communication

delays in the data transfers. In CS based SVCON, problem occurs when a fault

or abnormal loading condition happens in power system. We propose to minimize

the worst-case scenario of the voltage deviation. As CS works on the assumption

that temporal and spatial correlation exits in the power system data but in case

of faults, this correlation may not exist. To deal with this problem, faults should

be identified locally and alarm/protection devices should be activated to avoid

any abnormal condition.

MSE has been used to address this problem in CS based SVCON. Thus, the

proposed control algorithm examines the voltage deviation of each bus in the

control area and identifies the bus with the worst voltage deviation. The SV-
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CON algorithm generates the control output based on the maximum load bus

voltage deviation and hence, it is performed by formulating it as an infinite norm

minimization problem as 4.2.

minimize
u

||∆|VL|||∞, (4.2)

where u is the control output of the SVCON algorithm which includes the voltage

regulating variables e.g. reactive power generation change from capacitor banks

and voltage change of the voltage controlled buses etc. Solving the infinite norm

minimization problem, generates the optimal u for which the maximum deviation

is minimum.

The equality constraint of the SVCON problem is given by power balance equa-

tions of the control area. Power balance equations are non-linear functions of the

bus voltages (V ), active power (P ) injection and reactive power (Q) injection of

the buses as given in 4.3. Non-linear equality constraints governing power flow

in the control area of the power network have been described in detail in [96].

f(V,u,P,Q) = 0. (4.3)

The inequality constraints of the optimization problem are governed by the upper

and lower bounds of the control variable u. If the upper and lower bounds be

denoted by u and u respectively, then the constraints are given by 4.4 .

u ≤ u ≤ u. (4.4)
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4.2.2 Proposed SVCON Approach

DC power flow approximation has been recognized as valid approximation within

real power P and phase angle [105]. At the same time, DC approximation for

reactive power and voltage magnitude V has also been explored by many recent

researchers [96, 106] and is considered to be a reasonable approximation for fast

analysis of power system. The nonlinear equality constraint can be linearized us-

ing linearized model of decoupled power flow equations where real power changes

are assumed to be less sensitive to changes in the voltage magnitude. Thus, the

approximate model of the small disturbance voltage-VAR control can be repre-

sented by a linear relation between the reactive power and the voltages of the

generator, capacitor and load buses as given in 4.5 [96, 97].


∆QG

∆QC

∆QL

 =


BGG BGC BGL

BCG BCC BCL

BLG BLC BLL




∆|VG|

∆|VC |

∆|VL|

 , (4.5)

where, B represents the system susceptance matrix, subscript L represents the

load bus, subscript G represents the generator bus which can be used as voltage-

controlled bus when ∆|VG| is considered as control variable. Subscript C repre-

sents the capacitor bank, which can also be used as voltage-controlled bus when

∆QC represents the control variable.

From 4.5, the components ∆|VC | and ∆|VL| can expressed in 4.6 and 4.7 respec-

tively.

∆|VC | = B−1CC∆QC −B−1CCBCG∆|VG| −B−1CCBCL∆|VL|, (4.6)
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∆|VL| = B−1LL∆QL −B−1LLBLG∆|VG| −B−1LLBLC . (4.7)

Substitute the term of ∆|VC | from 4.6 into 4.7 yields as 4.8,

∆|VL| = B−1LL∆QL −B−1LLBLG∆|VG| −B−1LLBLC×

[B−1CC∆QC −B−1CCBCG∆|VG| −B−1CCBCL∆|VL|]. (4.8)

From 4.8, it is evident that, the load bus voltage change ∆|VL| can be expressed

as a function of the reactive power load change (∆|QL|) and the control output

(u), as given in 4.9.

∆|VL| = J1∆QL − J2u, (4.9)

where

J1 = (BLL −BLCB
−1
CCBCL)−1, (4.10)

J2 = J1[(BLG −BLCBCG BLCB
−1
CC ], (4.11)

u = [∆|VG| ∆QC ]. (4.12)

By utilizing DC Decoupled power flow of 4.5, the equality constraint of 4.3 is

already incorporated in 4.9. Thus, infinite norm minimization problem of 4.2 can

be rewritten as 4.13.

minimize
u

||J1∆QL − J2u||∞ subject to u ≤ u ≤ u. (4.13)

The optimal solution of the 4.13 generates the optimal value of control input u,

which consists of the vector of generator bus voltage change and the vector of

capacitor bus reactive power generation change. Each reactive power source is

limited with a maximum value u and minimum value u. If the control input
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u exceeds its limits, the proposed algorithm will restrict it within its lower and

upper bounds. Monitoring the vector of reactive power load change ∆QL, can be

achieved by deploying PMUs on load buses. However, currently, all load buses

are not equipped with PMUs and hence, it is required to design a method to

estimate reactive power load changes on the non-pilot load buses.

4.2.2.1 Only Partial Load Buses are Equipped with PMUs For the

case when partial load buses are equipped with PMUs, voltage measurements

∆|Vp| are available only at the given pilot buses. It means ∆|Vp| has only some

elements of vector J1∆QL. Using only the rows of corresponding pilot buses in J1

and denoting it as Jp, the optimal reactive power load change on all buses ∆Q∗L,

can be estimated by solving the under-determined system of 4.14 [96].

∆Q∗L = JTp (JpJ
T
p )−1∆|Vp|. (4.14)

After obtaining ∆Q∗L, infinite norm minimization problem in 4.13 can be solved

for the optimal u. Based on the new control input uk+1 for every new iteration,

∆|V k+1
L | is calculated using 4.9, as shown in Fig.4.2. The Pilot bus voltage

deviation, ∆|V k+1
p | can be taken out from the set consisting of the deviation of

all the load buses to calculate the pilot bus voltage |V k+1
p | for the next iteration

as given in 4.15.

|V k+1
p | = |V k

p |+ β∆|V k+1
p |, (4.15)

where, an acceleration parameter β with a value of 0.5, is incorporated in 4.15

to further speed up the update process. The proposed algorithm provides an

optimal control output when the predefined value of tolerance ε is reached as
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4.16.

|V k+1
p | − |V k

p | < ε, (4.16)

where ε is the predefined value of tolerance, which is chosen as 0.001 in this chap-

ter. Once the predefined value of tolerance is achieved, the proposed algorithm

will stop and produce the optimal u∗.

The performance of the SVCON algorithm can be expressed as the root mean

square value of voltage deviations at all load buses given by 4.17

xrms =

√√√√1

l

l∑
i=1

(|VL| − |V ∗L |)2, (4.17)

where l is the total number of load buses.

4.3 Implementation of CS and MSE based SV-

CON Algorithm

This section provides information regarding the implementation of proposed algo-

rithm. It outlines the steps taken by the algorithm to achieve the optimal control

input incorporating MSE and CS simultaneously.

4.3.1 MSE Implementation

SVCON of the power system is performed by dividing it into several control

areas as shown in Fig 4.3. It shows that real time data xi(k) from each area

is first filtered using MMF and checked for any abnormal condition using MSE.

In the simulation, pre-recorded data is not used rather the real-time data of
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for SVCON algorithm
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xi(k) = [V (k) Q(k)] is measured at each instance k. Here, real time power

system states data from ith control area xi(k) consist of load bus voltage and

load bus reactive power load demand are measured online at each instance. It

is assumed that data measuring techniques are ideal and measured data has no

uncertainties. These measured states may introduce some random noise due to

sensor inefficiency or harmonics present in the power system. To deal with such

scenarios, xi(k) is passed through MMF to eradicate the noise from the signal.

Before sending the system data to the central controller for system state observa-

tion and generation of a control output, it is recommended to check the system

states locally for any fault or abnormal condition. For fast local control action for

faults, MSE is calculated locally and a control signal is sent back to the control

area to raise an alarm or initialize the relay when value of entropy exceeds a

certain pre-set limit. Following steps are taken to calculate the MSE:

Step 1: Suppose a signal with a data window length of w contains w ≥ 1 consecutive

readings of a signal x at the time step k is given as x(k) = [x(k − w +

1) · · · x(k)]. Now, MMF defined in 2.26 is applied to construct a matrix

H from x(k). By choosing a flat SE of different sizes with its origin in the

middle, matrix H is given as 4.18

H =


h1(w − k + 1) · · · h1(k)

...
. . .

...

hm(w − k + 1) · · · hm(k)

 , (4.18)

where hi(k) is the output of MMF filter at x(k) for different length of SE

when length of SE is increased from 1 to m at a step of 1. First row of H is

the same as the input data x(k). As the length of SE increases, more details
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Figure 4.3: Extensive working of the proposes CS and MSE base SVCON algo-
rithm

are eliminated from x(k) [104] which implies that different rows preserve

information at different levels.

Step 2: After formation of H, it is decomposed using SVD and only those singular

values can be selected which represent the main components of the signal.

Step 3: Assume, m1 is the number of selected singular values retained in step 2,

then the probability pj associated with σj is calculated as 4.19

pj =
σj∑m1

j=1 σj
. (4.19)

Step 4: Finally, entropy (E) of x(k) can be calculated as per 2.28 .

It can be further explained from 2.28 and 4.19 that E will be zero for a pure

sinusoidal input x(k) because in this situation, only first singular value is nonzero

with a probability of 1. Any change in the signal will lead to a higher entropy.
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4.3.2 CS Implementation

After filtering the data and testing it for any abnormal condition, data from

each control area is concatenated at PDC and sent to the central control through

communication channel. To reduce the data size, CS is utilized to compress the

data and recover it at the end of communication channel. In the application of

SVCON, the recovered data is calculated as 2.21 given as 4.20

x̂ (k) = [V̂ (k) Q̂(k)]. (4.20)

The data obtained from monitoring the power system inherently contains spa-

tial and temporal correlation. Because of this inherent property, the monitored

data can be compressed before transmitting through the communication channel.

Likewise, it can be recovered successfully at the end of communication channel

using various recovery techniques. In this chapter, the Orthogonal Matching Pur-

suit (OMP) algorithm is utilized to solve the optimization problem. OMP is a

recursive algorithm and provides faster rate of convergence especially in the case

of non-orthogonal directories [107].

Finally, the central controller decides the SVCON control action based on the

recovered data and sends it back to each control area as explained in Fig.4.3. It

is important to note that filter should be placed prior to the fault identification.

MMF filter removes the noise from system states by its dilation and erosion

operations, after which the signal is sent to the fault identification scheme (MSE).

If the signal was directly sent to the MSE scheme without being filtered, the

noise present in the signal may raise a false alarm thereby leading to unnecessary

tripping of the system. Thus, in order to prevent unnecessary tripping, the fault
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Figure 4.4: 27-bus power system, comprising of three control areas of 9 buses in
each control area

identification technique is preceded by an MMF filter.

4.4 Simulation Settings

The proposed algorithm is tested on two multi-areas power system: 27-bus power

system and 846-power system. Both power systems are further divided into three

sub-areas. 27-bus power system comprises of 9 buses in each area while 846 bus

system has 162 buses in each areas. 27-bus power system has been shown in Fig

4.4. It is built by connecting 3 control areas with modified IEEE 9- bus system

[108] in each area. The impedances for all the tie-lines are set to 0.02+j0.07 p.u.

In each area, bus no. 7, 8 and 9 are selected as load buses.

In this case, all the load buses are assumed to have PMU on them for monitoring

of voltage deviation. However, system will also be tested for partial buses with

PMUs and will be shown in the results section. Bus no. 2 and 3 are equipped
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Table 4.1: Event sequences of load changes on 9-Bus Control Area

Time stamp Event No. Bus No Load Type Load Change
21s Event1 7,8,9 Reactive Load 1.03× Initial
42s Event2 7,8,9 Reactive Load 0.97× Event1

with capacitor banks while 4, 5 and 6 are voltage controlled buses, which can

change their bus voltage to improve the voltage profile of the load buses.

Similar to 27-Bus system, 486-bus power system is built by connecting 3 areas

with 162-buses in each area as shown in Fig. 4.5. Parameters of the 162-bus

system can be found in [108], where each control area contains 32 generators and

50 capacitor banks to regulate the voltage of load buses. The impedances for all

the tie-lines are set to 0.028+j0.096 p.u.

To test the given multi-areas power system, they are first modeled in PSCAD

and various load changing condition and faults conditions are applied in PSCAD.

Real-time data is saved from PSCAD and used in MATLAB to test our pro-

posed algorithm. MATLAB is implemented in (13-inch, 2017, Four Thunderbolt

3 Ports) with processor 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5 and internal memory of 8 GB 2133

MHz LPDDR3.

4.4.1 Load Changing Conditions

To test the proposed algorithm in real-time conditions, a series of load changing

events are introduced on various buses as given in Table.4.1. At 21st second,

reactive power load was raised to 1.03 times the initial load. Similarly, at 42nd

second, load was reduced to 0.97 times the event1 load.
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Figure 4.5: 486-bus power system, comprising of three control areas of 162 buses
in each control area

4.5 Simulation Results and Discussions

This section shows the simulation results for two power systems: 27-bus power

system and 846-power system. It discusses the various observations found in the

results

4.5.1 27-Bus Power System

For the results in Figs.4.6 - 4.10, compression ratio of 2 is used. Various values of

compression ratios are tested to investigate its effect on the system performance

and results are shown in the tabular form in part C of this Section. The voltage

profile improvement of the load buses in control area I is shown in Fig.4.6. It

shows that SVCON algorithm is very fast in improving the load bus voltage close

to the reference value.
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Figure 4.6: Load voltage results of the 27-bus power system

Figure 4.7: Xrms value of voltage deviation of the 27-bus power system
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Figure 4.8: Optimal control input for SVCON in control area I

To analyze the behavior of the algorithm in case of changing reactive power loads,

load voltages falls down at 21st when the reactive power load is increased by 1.03

times and voltage improves at 42nd when reactive power load decreases by 0.97

times. The response of the proposed control algorithm during instances of load

changes substantiates its performance and adaptability.

RMS value of the voltage deviation is calculated using 4.17 and shown in Fig.4.7.

It is clear that proposed algorithm minimizes the voltage deviation of the load

buses, where overloaded buses have higher voltage deviations. The optimal con-

trol input which minimizes the voltage deviation in control area I of the system

is shown in Fig.4.8. It clearly exhibits that it converges to its optimal value to

regulate the voltage deviation in the system.
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Figure 4.9: Voltage profile with & without MMF

4.5.2 Filtering of power system signals

To test the effectiveness of MMF, white Gaussian noise with zero mean and 40

SNR is introduced in the load bus voltage of bus 8 at 30s as shown in Fig. 4.9. It

shows that noise in the voltage signal of bus 8 also introduces small noise in its

neighboring buses. Thus, it is important to use the filtered signal for control of

the system. From Fig. 4.9, it can be observed that the proposed MMF reduces

the noise peaks in the output voltage signal.

To investigate the working of fault identification by calculating its MSE, the

MSE of the noisy voltage signals of bus 7-9 is calculated and shown in Fig.4.10.

It exhibits that the maximum value of MSE due to noise is for the voltage signal

of bus 8 and its value oscillates between 0 and 0.015 nat. This value is far less

than 0.05 which is the pre-set value, to send an actuation signal to the protection

relay. Thus, in this case the proposed control strategy will assume it as a noise
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Figure 4.10: Entropy variation of voltage profiles bus 7, bus 8 and bus 9

and will not send a triggering signal to the relay.

To test the working of proposed MSE method for fault identification, reactive

power load is increased by 1.75 times on bus 8 at 20th second as shown in Fig.4.11

where X represents the X−axis value of time step in seconds while Y represents

the Y − axis value of voltage in p.u. and entropy in nat. Due to this severe

overloading condition, V8 falls to 0.8454 p.u. and the measured entropy rises to

0.08685 nat. This value is higher than the pre-set threshold value of 0.05 and

thus an actuation signal will be sent to the protection relay to activate the circuit

breakers or raise an alarm.

The proposed SVCON algorithm will work satisfactory as long as at least one

load bus is a pilot bus. To find the optimal control input using 4.13, we need

to calculate ∆QL using 4.14 and ∆QL will be undefined if Jp is zero or in other

words, no load bus is selected as pilot bus. Thus, at least one of the load bus

need to be attached with PMU. For 27-bus power system, authors have performed

simulations for different number of pilot buses. Total number of load buses in
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Figure 4.11: Entropy change when V8 falls to 0.85 p.u.

27-bus power system are 9. Authors varied pilot buses from one to nine and

calculated the root mean square value of voltage deviation for each case. Fig.4.12

shows how increasing number of pilot buses improves the voltage deviation. Thats

why it is always recommended to connect a PMU on each load bus of power

system.

4.5.3 486-Bus Power System

To test the proposed algorithm′s performance on a large-scale control area, a test

case on 486-bus power system is performed and to test the proposed algorithm

on the real-time power system, reactive power loads of the control area III are

changed to 1.20 times and 0.80 times of the initial loads on all load buses at t=10s

and t=20s, respectively.

Voltage profile of the load buses in control area III is shown in Fig.4.13. It exhibits

that the voltage profile improves from 1.15 p.u. to a permissible operating voltage
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Figure 4.12: Number of pilot buses vs root mean square value of voltage deviation

Figure 4.13: Load bus voltage results of the 486-bus system in control area III
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range of 0.95 p.u. to 1.05 p.u. As the reactive power load increases at t=10s,

voltage profile deteriorates. However, the proposed algorithm still keeps it within

the permissible operating range. Similar is the case when reactive power load is

dropped at t=20s. RMS value of the voltage deviation of the control area III is

shown in Fig.4.14, which shows that load change increases the voltage deviation

in the system.

To analyze the effect of CS on the communication delay of data transfer, proposed

SVCON algorithm is implemented without using CS. Real time data of the three

control areas is transferred through the communication channel simultaneously.

The obtained results are then compared with the results obtained by using CS

for data reduction as shown in Fig. 4.15. The solid lines show plots without CS

and dotted lines show plots with CS. When CS is utilized to compress the power

system data, it decreases the communication delays during the data transfer.

It is clear that the use of CS relieves the communication congestion and thus,

decreases the communication delay during data transfer.

Secondary voltage control is observed to be very fast and can converge to its

optimal value within couple of seconds. However, this fast SVCON cannot disturb

the primary control in source buses because operating time of secondary is far less

than the primary control. Primary control usually operates in micro/ milliseconds

whereas the proposed fast secondary control takes few seconds to change the

control variable settings.

In real-time scenarios, secondary control is a centralized control that observes

states of individual area, concatenates states of multiple areas, compresses them,

transmits them through unreliable communication channel, recovers the original

states at the end of communication channel and sends to the central controller
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Figure 4.14: RMS of the load bus voltage deviation of the 486-bus system in
control area III

that calculates the control variables and sends back to the system through com-

munication channel. These all activities consume time which is much higher than

the primary control that is a local control with no communications between local

power system and the central controller.

4.5.4 Achieveable Compression Ratio

CS based SVCON algorithm is tested for various compression ratios and its cor-

responding SNR of the recovered signal. It is observed that as the compression

ratio of the CS increases, the quality of recovered signal deteriorates, as shown

in Table.4.2. It shows that the maximum compression ratio achieved for 27-bus

power system is 6, after which the recovered signal does not produce any useful

state information. The maximum compression obtained for 486-bus power system

is 10. It implies that as the size of power system increases, the achievable com-
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Figure 4.15: Voltage profile comparisons under the communication delay

Table 4.2: Values of achievable compression ratios

27- bus power system 486-bus power system
Compression Ratios (ρ) SNR Compression Ratio (ρ) SNR
1.5 86.76 2 90.67
3 75.14 4 81.39
4 66.3 6 68.01
5 53.49 8 52.82
6 36.87 10 35.65
7 - 12 -

pression ratio grows. It means use of CS is more effective for large power systems

where data size is massive. Thus, the results corroborate that the proposed CS

based SVCON algorithm can reduce data congestion significantly.

It is important to understand that in Chapter 4, compressive sensing is utilized

for secondary voltage control while in Chapter 3, singular value decomposition is

used for load frequency control. There is a reason for using two different schemes

for the same purpose of compression. Voltage deviation is a local parameter

to each bus of the power system whereas frequency deviation is a system vari-
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able. Minimizing voltage deviation will require basis elements which take into

account spatial and temporal correlations whereas minimizing frequency devia-

tion demands faster compression techniques. Thus, Load Frequency Control can

be better implemented using SVD and secondary voltage control fits into the

paradigm of compressive sensing technique.

4.6 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter incorporates a CS based technique to reduce the data size for meet-

ing the bandwidth requirement for real-time secondary voltage control of large

power system networks. The obtained results demonstrate that CS decreases the

communication delay during the data transmission for large power systems by

reducing the data size to a factor of 10.

Further, the MMF is introduced to eradicate the noise present in the states of the

power system. Furthermore, MSE based fault identification technique is proposed

to clear faults locally in the control area in a fast and efficient way. Results show

that in case of faults or abnormal conditions, the entropy of the RMS value of

the voltage exceeds the preset limit and a switching signal is sent to the relay to

raise an alarm or activate the breakers.



Chapter 5

Distributed Optimal Reactive

Power Control: The Tertiary

Control

To accommodate the increasing penetration level of distributed generators (DGs)

in the electrical energy distribution system, appropriate reactive power control

of DGs, which can lead to the voltage profile improvement and power loss min-

imization, should be addressed [109]. This chapter proposes a consensus-based

distributed algorithm for the reactive power control of DGs in the power system

to optimize the multi-objective function, which includes power loss, voltage de-

viation and cost of the reactive power generation of DGs [110]. The formulated

problem is proved to be convex. The proposed algorithm is tested on 6-bus and

34-bus systems to validate its effectiveness and scalability. The proposed algo-

rithm is also compared to the centralized technique Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO), which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed distributed algo-

90
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rithm.

In this chapter, a new distributed algorithm based on MAS framework has been

proposed to minimize the power loss, voltage deviation and cost of DGs reactive

power generation. In this work, fully coupled distribution system is considered

which means that power loss on the line is affected by both voltage magnitude

and the voltage angle of the both sides of buses across the line. To address

different DGs capacities and realize equal contribution of reactive power genera-

tion, reactive power fair utilization ratio has been introduced and the gradients

constructed in this chapter, are reduced to be more compact.

The opportunity cost of reactive power generation is very important to include

in the multi-objective function otherwise reactive power generation may decrease

the real power output and it may not accommodate the sudden load changes

of the power system. According to the proposed algorithm, each DG is assigned

with one agent which communicates with its neighboring agents only and updates

its local reactive power generation according to simple rules based on consensus

algorithm. The major contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• A new algorithm based on MAS framework has been proposed to address

multi-objective function: the power loss, voltage deviation and the oppor-

tunity cost of DGs reactive power generation, simultaneously.

• The formulated problem has been given the form of a convex function by

shaping it as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP).

• The proposed algorithm is distributed in nature as information sharing

among neighboring buses only is required to optimize the objective function.
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• Consensus algorithm is introduced, which can achieve reactive power fair

utilization ratio for all DGs with different capacities.

• Power system is assumed as a fully coupled power system which takes into

account effects of voltages and its angles (both local and neighboring) on

the power loss.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 describes the motivation be-

hind distributed control and related work for tertiary control of reactive power

generation. Section 5.2 gives the problem formulation for objective function and

the constraints. Convexity Analysis is provided in Section 5.3. Implementation

of the proposed ORPC is provided in Section 5.4. Simulation results and their

discussions are given in Section 5.5 and finally, the findings are summarized and

concluded in Section 5.6.

5.1 Motivation and Related Work

Distributed renewable energy sources are being deployed rapidly in the electri-

cal energy distribution system to reduce carbon emission, lower environmental

impact and improve energy diversity [111, 112]. However, integration of DGs

poses challenging control issues to the system due to the intermittent nature of

the renewable energy sources [113, 114]. One important issue is the bus voltage

deviation from the acceptable limits. As a result, prolonged voltage deviation can

cause dire consequences to the equipment connected with the deviated voltage

source [115]. Active power loss is another important issue which should be min-

imized. Reactive power generation has been widely used to control the voltage
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of the buses as well as minimize the power loss in the conventional power system

[48].

When the active power generation by the inverters of DGs is less than their actual

power ratings, the remaining capacity of DGs generation may be used to produce

reactive power [116, 117]. The appropriate control of DGs reactive power may re-

sult in the improvement of system voltage profile and the loss minimization [118].

However, the optimal injection of reactive power to minimize the power loss and

voltage deviation has always been a challenging task, especially for distribution

network with high penetration level of DGs.

Power loss and voltage regulation can be improved in islanded microgrids by uni-

formly sharing reactive power loads among parallel-connected inverters propor-

tionally. Many power sharing control strategies have been proposed in literature

e.g. uniform power sharing among parallel inverters is achieved by selecting con-

troller gains proportionally [119] and a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) based

decentralized feedback control is designed to achieve power sharing among differ-

ent generation units [120]. A consensus-based distributed voltage control strategy

is proposed in [121, 122] for uniform reactive power sharing in autonomous micro-

grids with dominantly inductive power lines. Finally, Han, et al. [123] reviewed

and categorized various power sharing control approaches.

In this chapter, optimal reactive power generation is generated to minimize multi-

objective objective function: power loss, voltage deviation and reactive power

generation opportunity cost simultaneously. It has been achieved using gradient

based distributed algorithm. In addition to it, all generators are ensured to

have equal contribution towards reactive power generation to achieve the optimal

objective function.
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5.2 Problem Formulation

Optimal reactive power control of DGs plays an important role in power system

control and operation, which can lead to improved voltage profile, minimal active

power loss and cost of controllable reactive power generation. Therefore, the

objective function to be optimized is formulated as the combination of three

sub-functions as given in 5.1.

minimize
Qi,Vi,δi,αi

W1Ploss +W2DV +W3CQ,

subject to Pi = Vi

n∑
j=1

VjYij cos(θij + δj − δi),

Qi = −Vi
n∑
j=1

VjYij sin(θij + δj − δi),

PGi ≤ PGi ≤ PGi,

Q
Gi
≤ QGi ≤ QGi,

V i ≤ Vi ≤ V i,

(5.1)

where W1, W2 and W3 are the weight coefficients, which describe the preference

of DGs suppliers. Ploss, DV and CQ are the power loss, voltage deviation and

cost of reactive power generation, respectively. Yij and θij is the magnitude and

angle of the Y bus entry, Vi, Vj and δi, δj are bus voltage magnitudes and angles

of i and j, respectively. PGi, PGi, QGi, QGi
, V i and V i are the maximum and

minimum active power ratings of generator i; maximum and minimum reactive

power ratings of generator i; and upper and lower ratings of bus voltage of ith

bus, respectively.

Although non linear power balance constraints, limit constraints for real power
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generation and limit constraints for voltage of the generators are shown in 5.1,

however, these constraints are not considered in optimization problem. Only

limit constraints for reactive power generation are considered in the optimization

problem. It is assumed that the active power generation by the inverters of DGs

is less than their actual power ratings, the remaining capacity of DGs genera-

tion may be used to produce reactive power [116, 117]. In our case, we assume

that reactive power generation of DGs is the surplus amount of generation i.e.

more than the required load demand and thus, it will not have an effect on the

real power generation. That’s why these constraints are not considered in this

problem.

Furthermore, authors also realize that power loss minimization will have an im-

pact on the real power generation. The decrease in power loss will cause drop in

the required real power generation and vice versa but as we have assumed that

the real power generation is sufficient enough to meet the load demand, we have

not considered the effect of power loss on the real power generation.

Commonly, it is assumed that reactive power generation is provided free from

the generation companies and consumers are not charged for it. Thus, it is

often debatable to include cost of reactive power generation in the minimization

objective function. The reason for including reactive power cost in our objective

function is that it generates the optimal value of reactive power. If we do not

take reactive power cost into account, the generation cost may rise unnecessarily.

The objective function given in 5.1 can be minimized by using the reactive power

control of DGs. However, to address different DGs capacities and realize equal

contribution of reactive power generation, utilization ratio αqi is defined as 5.2
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αqi =
Qi

Qi

with Qi =
√
Si

2 − Pi2, (5.2)

where αqi is the reactive power utilization ratio, Qi and Qi are the present and

maximum available reactive power generation, Si and Pi are the maximum ap-

parent power generation capacity and the real power generation of the DG i, re-

spectively. Unlike traditional dispatchable generators, renewable energy sources,

such as solar or wind which are intermittent in nature, are dynamic and thus non-

dispatchable [124]. Therefore, reactive power bounds of DGs are determined by

using power triangle equation of 5.2 where apparent and real power are measured

or predicted for renewable sources and reactive power bounds are then calculated.

5.2.1 Power Loss Formulation

Individual formation of three sub-functions will be presented, starting with power

loss in section 5.2.1. The first term of 5.1 is related to the active power loss, which

can be derived as [111, 125, 33] 5.3 :

PGi − PLi − Vi
n∑
j=1

VjYij cos(θij + δj − δi) = 0. (5.3)

5.3 can be simplified in polar form as 5.4

Pi = V 2
i Gii +

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

ViVjYij cos(θij + δj − δi), (5.4)

where Pi = PGi − PLi, is the scheduled real power from bus i, Gii is the con-

ductance of the Yii. In power system, total active power generation is either

consumed by the loads or wasted in the form of losses, hence, the total power loss
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Ploss can be obtained by taking the summation of 5.3 on both sides for all buses

as 5.5 [126]

Ploss =
n∑
i=1

PGi −
n∑
i=1

PLi =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ViVjYij cos(θij + δj − δi). (5.5)

Using δji = δj − δi, 5.5 can written as 5.6

Ploss =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ViVjYij cos(θij + δji). (5.6)

To optimize 5.1, a consensus based gradient approach is proposed which requires

the gradient of the objective function. The gradient of the objective function

w.r.t state variable αqi can be determined as 5.7

∂f

∂αqi
= W1

∂Ploss
∂αqi

+W2
∂DV

∂αqi
+W3

∂CQ
∂αqi

. (5.7)

Using the chain rule for the partial derivative, gradient for power loss can be

expanded as 5.8

∂Ploss
∂αqi

= W1(
∂Ploss
∂Vi

∂Vi
∂αqi

+
∑
j∈Ni

∂Ploss
∂Vj

∂Vj
∂αqi

+
∂Ploss
∂δi

∂δi
∂αqi

+
∑
j∈Ni

∂Ploss
∂δj

∂δj
∂αqi

)
∂Qi

∂αqi
.

(5.8)

It should be emphasized here that usually in AC power flow, the effect of Vi on

Pi and δi on Qi is ignored. Known as decoupled power flow, it is a very strong

assumption and it cannot be ignored especially in distribution networks where

the resistance of the transmission line is not negligible [127].

As shown in 5.8, the gradient of power loss w.r.t αqi can be calculated as the sum

of four terms, where the first term is determined as 5.9
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∂Ploss
∂Vi

=
∂

∂Vi

n∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

VjVkYjk cos(θjk + δkj). (5.9)

There are three possible combinations for 5.9 [3]

∂Ploss
∂Vi

=



2V 2
i Gii for j = i, k = i,∑n
k=1,k 6=i VkYik cos(θik + δki) for j = i, k 6= i,∑n
j=1,j 6=i VjYji cos(θji + δij) for k = i, j 6= i,

0 otherwise.

(5.10)

5.10 can be further simplified as 5.11

∂Ploss
∂Vi

= 2V 2
i Gii +

n∑
k=1,k 6=i

VkYik cos(θik + δki) +
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

VjYji cos(θji + δij),

= 2V 2
i Gii +

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

VjGij cos(θij + δji) = 2
n∑
j=1

VjYij cos(θij + δji).

(5.11)

According to 5.3, multiplying and dividing by Vi on both nominator and denom-

inator of right side of 5.11 makes 5.12

∂Ploss
∂Vi

=
2Pi
Vi
. (5.12)

∂Vi
∂Qi

can be derived as follows [48]

Qi = QGi −QDi = −
n∑
j=1

ViVjYij sin(θij + δji),

= −V 2
i Bii −

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

ViVjYij sin(θij + δji).

(5.13)

where QGi, QDi are the reactive power generation and load at bus i, and Qi is
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the scheduled reactive power from bus i, 5.13 can be expanded as 5.14

∂Qi

∂Vi
= −2ViBii −

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

VjYij sin(θij + δji). (5.14)

The right hand side of 5.14 can be easily rewritten as 5.15

∂Qi

∂Vi
=
−2V 2

i Bii − Vi
∑n

j=1,j 6=i VjYij sin(θij + δji)

Vi
. (5.15)

The nominator on the right hand side of 5.15 can be replaced by Qi, according

to 5.13 as 5.16

∂Qi

∂Vi
=
Qi

Vi
− ViBii. (5.16)

For second term of gradient of power loss, as Ploss is calculated for the whole sys-

tem, ∂Ploss

∂Vj
will have the same relation as ∂Ploss

∂Vi
but j will have different neighbors

than i

∂Ploss
∂Vj

= 2
n∑
k=1

VkYjk cos(θjk + δkj). (5.17)

According to 5.3, multiplying and dividing by Vj on both nominator and denom-

inator of right side 5.17, makes 5.18

∂Ploss
∂Vj

=
2Pj
Vj

. (5.18)

Similarly, ∂Qi

∂Vj
can be determined as 5.19

∂Qi

∂Vj
= −ViYij sin(θij + δji). (5.19)

The second term of gradient of power loss with respect to voltage becomes as
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5.20 ∑
j∈Ni

∂Ploss
∂Vj

∂Vj
∂Qi

=
∑
j∈Ni

2Pi
−ViVjYij sin(θij + δji)

. (5.20)

Next, the third term can be determined as 5.21

∂Ploss
∂δi

=


0 for j = i, k = i,∑n

k=1 ViVkYik sin(θik + δki) for j = i, k 6= i,

−
∑n

j=1 VjViYji sin(θji + δij) for k = i, j 6= i.

(5.21)

5.21 can be further simplified as 5.22

∂Ploss
∂δi

=
n∑

k=1,k 6=i

ViVkYik sin(θik + δki)−
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

VjViYji sin(θji + δij),

= 2
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

ViVjYij sin(θij + δji).

(5.22)

According to 5.13, 5.22 is rewritten as 5.23

∂Ploss
∂δi

= −2(Qi + V 2
i Bii). (5.23)

Now, ∂δi
∂Qi

can be calculated from Qi as 5.24

∂Qi

∂δi
=


0 for j = i,∑n

j=1,j 6=i ViVjYij cos(θij + δji) for otherwise.

(5.24)

According to 5.3, 5.24 becomes 5.25

∂Qi

∂δi
= Pi − V 2

i Gii. (5.25)
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Last term of gradient of power loss can be determined as follows

∂Ploss
∂δj

= 2
n∑

k=1,k 6=j

VjVkYjk sin(θjk + δkj). (5.26)

According to 5.13, 5.26 becomes as 5.27

∂Ploss
∂δj

= −2(Qj + V 2
j Bjj). (5.27)

∂Qi

∂δj
= −ViVjYij cos(θij + δji). (5.28)

Thus, last term of gradient of power loss will be 5.29

∑
j∈Ni

∂Ploss
∂δj

∂δj
∂Qi

= 2
∑
j∈Ni

Qj + V 2
j Bjj

ViVjYij cos(θij + δji)
. (5.29)

∂Qi

∂αQi
can be calculated as 5.30

∂Qi

∂αQi
= Qi. (5.30)

5.2.2 Voltage Deviation Formulation

The second term of the objective function, which is the voltage deviation between

voltage magnitude and its reference is given as 5.31

DV =
n∑
i=1

(Vi − V ∗i )2, (5.31)
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where V ∗i is the reference voltage for bus i. The derivative of DV w.r.t state

variable αqi can be determined as 5.32

∂DV

∂αqi
= W2(

∂DV

∂Vi

∂Vi
∂Qi

∂Qi

∂αqi
), (5.32)

where ∂DV

∂Vi
is determined as 5.33

∂DV

∂Vi
= 2(Vi − V ∗i ). (5.33)

∂Vi
∂Qi

and ∂Qi

∂αqi
can be obtained from 5.16 and 5.30, respectively. Thus, the gradient

of voltage deviation is given as 5.34

∂DV

∂αqi
= 2W2(Vi − V ∗i )(

Vi
Qi − V 2

i Bii

)Qi,

=
2ViW2Qi(Vi − V ∗i )

Qi − V 2
i Bii

.

(5.34)

5.2.3 Reactive Power Cost Formulation

The third term of the objective function, the cost of reactive power generation,

is simply approximated as [128, 129] 5.35

CQ = kiQ
2
i , (5.35)

where ki is the cost coefficient for reactive power generation.Various lost opportu-

nity cost models for generators exit in the literature [130, 131, 132]. The critical

element of the cost calculation is the value of, ∆P which, in turn, depends on

the desired reactive schedule and the reactive capability curve of the generator.

In our case, we utilized a single term quadratic function for reactive power cost,
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kQ2 as a demonstration to generate an optimal value of reactive power. The

derivative of the cost w.r.t. αqi is calculated as 5.36

∂QC

∂αqi
= W3(

∂QC

∂Qi

∂Qi

∂αqi
) = 2W3kiQiQi. (5.36)

Finally, all the terms in 5.7 are known, and 5.7 can be obtained as 5.37

∂f

∂αqi
= 2W1Qi{

Pi
Qi − V 2

i Bii

+
∑
j∈Ni

Pi
−ViVjYij sin(θij + δji)

− Qi + V 2
i Bii

Pi − V 2
i Gii

+
∑
j∈Ni

Qj + V 2
j Bjj

ViVjYij cos(θij + δji)
+

2ViW2Qi(Vi − V ∗i )

Qi − V 2
i Bii

+ 2W3kiQiQi.

(5.37)

It is worthy to note that only admittance of the transmission line connecting

two buses and local information, such as bus voltage, voltage reference, reactive

power capacity, are required to calculate the gradient. No global parameter of

the power system is required.

5.3 Convexity Analysis

To express problem 5.1 as a quadratic cone quadratic programming (QCQP),

equality constraints jointly, can be reformulated as Branch Injection Model (BIM)

of power flow, defined by Kirchhoffs laws as given as 5.38 [133]

~Si =
n∑
j=1

~Y H
ij
~Vi(~V

H
i − ~V H

j ), (5.38)

where S represents the apparent power, → represents the complex quantity and

H represents its Hermitian. 5.38 can be rewritten in terms of current injection
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from bus i as 5.39 :

~Si = ~Vi~I
H
i = (eHi ~V )(~IHei), (5.39)

Where ei is the n-dimensional vector with 1 in the ith entry and 0 elsewhere.

Here,
−→
I =

−→
Y
−→
V , thus 5.37 can be rewritten as 5.40:

~Si = tr(eHi ~V ~V
H ~Y Hei) = tr(~Y Heie

H
i )~V ~V H = ~V H ~Y H ~V , (5.40)

where
−→
Y H
i =: eie

H
i

−→
Y is an n×n matrix with its ith row equal to ith row of

−→
Y ma-

trix and all other rows equal to zero. Hermitian and skew Hermitian components

of
−→
Y H
i and

−→
Y H are defined as 5.41:

Φi =
~Y H
i + ~Yi

2
; and Ψi =

~Y H
i − ~Yi

2
,

Φ =
~Y H + ~Y

2
; and Ψ =

~Y H − ~Y

2
.

(5.41)

Using 5.41, equality constraints of 5.1 can be reformulated as 5.42 :

Pi = ~V HΦi
~V and Qi = ~V HΨi

~V . (5.42)

Let Ji := eie
H
i denote the Hermitian matrix with a single 1 at (i, i)th entry and 0

elsewhere, problem formulation 5.1 can be written as QCQP in 5.43 :

~V H(W1Φ +W2I +W3Ψ)~V − 2W2V
∗H ~V − 1HPD +W2V

∗HV ∗,

subject to Pi = ~V HΦi
~V ; Qi = ~V HΨi

~V ,

~V HΦi
~V ≤ P i; ~V H(−Φi)~V ≤ −P i,

~V HΨi
~V ≤ Qi; ~V H(−Ψi)~V ≤ −Qi,

~V HJi~V ≤ V i; ~V H(−Ji)~V ≤ −V i.

(5.43)
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the communications among agents

Even though different sets of equations define the optimization model 5.1 and 5.43

in terms of their own variables, yet both are models of the Kirchhoff’s laws and

both mathematical models are equivalent in the precise sense, which means any

result in one model is derivable in the other [133]. In this chapter, we expressed

the OPF problem as QCQP using BIM. In the similar work, some other authors

have attempted to express their optimization model as Semidefinite Programming

(SDP) [134] or Second Order Cone Problem (SOCP) [135], depending on their

own applications.

5.4 Implementation of Reactive Power Control

Implementation of the ORPC algorithm can be further divided into three part:

first part is the proposed algorithm; second is the the power system test cases on
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which proposed algorithm is tested and third is the selection of weight coefficients

for three sub-functions.

Specifically, we propose a consensus based distributed algorithm that is possibly

suboptimal, but nonetheless has the interesting property of achieving close to

uniform utilization ratios.

5.4.1 Proposed ORPC

Proposed algorithm is implemented by considering power system as MAS where

each bus is equipped with a bus agent (BA) responsible for obtaining the lo-

cal measurement of four state variables of Pi, Qi, Vi & δi and exchanging the

information with its neighboring agents. The communication network for the

MAS framework is designed in such a way that two neighboring agents (NA)

communicate with each other only if their corresponding buses are electrically

coupled. In addition, each DG bus is attached with a Reactive Power Control

Agent (RPCA) which receives information from BA and decide its control output.

Communication of state variables among various buses is graphically explained

in Fig. 5.1.

The reactive power utilization ratio of every bus in the power system is discovered

iteratively as 5.44

αi[k + 1] =
∑

dijαi[k]− ε ∂f
∂αqi

, (5.44)

where ε is the step size that can be adjusted to control the converging speed, dij
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is designed as 5.45 [136]

dij =



2
(ni+nj+1)

for j ∈ Ni,

1−
∑

j∈Ni

2
(ni+nj+1)

for i = j,

0 otherwise,

(5.45)

where ni and nj are the numbers of agents connected to agents i and j, respec-

tively. Ni denotes neighboring agent set of agent i. αqi is the optimization variable

being calculated to a uniform value using consensus based algorithm. From αqi,

reactive power generation will be calculated for each generator. This reactive

power generation is the control variable/intermediate variable for each generator

that will change voltage magnitudes and phase angles of the generators.

The utilization ratio, αqi will be updated iteratively for a given number of itera-

tions, which is predetermined by the size and connectivity of the power system,

until an optimal solution of the objective function is achieved [137]. 5.44 Our

consensus based proposed algorithm is trying to reach a consensus on utilization

ratios, α among all generators and results show that all generators are operat-

ing at the same uniform utilization ratio. However, this does not imply that

the converged solution is globally optimal in nature. Nonetheless, the proposed

algorithm provides a good approximation to the global optimum solution.If all

generators achieve the same α, it may not be the optimal solution because 5.44

does not involve any hard constraint that may force α to reach the equal value.

Nonetheless, it is the attribute of proposed distributed algorithm that it reaches

the consensus.
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Figure 5.2: Six-bus radial distribution network

5.4.2 Test Cases

In this section, two case studies are presented to exhibit the effectiveness of

proposed distributed control algorithm: 6-Bus and 34-Bus system. The 6-Bus

radial distribution network is shown in Fig.5.2, in which bus 1 is a slack bus,

attached to the main grid. Three DGs with reactive power ranges -0.30 to 0.56

MVAR, -0.45 to 0.75 MVAR and -0.35 to 0.60 MVAR are attached at bus 4, 5

and 6 respectively. The line data for the given system is shown in Table.5.1.

Reactive power generation from these DGs is utilized to minimize the power loss

and voltage deviation of the system, taking the reactive power generation cost

into account simultaneously. Reference voltages for 6 buses is assigned as 1.04,

1.03, 1, 1, 1, and 1 in an ascending order.
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Table 5.1: Distribution line data for the 6-bus system

From To R(p.u.) X(p.u.) From To R(p.u.) X(p.u.)
1 4 0.05 0.095 2 6 0.07 0.115
1 5 0.08 0.125 3 5 0.12 0.165
2 5 0.1 0.145

Table 5.2: Event sequences of load changes on 6-bus system

Iteration No. Event No. Bus No. Load Type Load Change
25 Event 1 [4, 5, 6] React. Load 1.2× Initial
50 Event 2 [3, 4, 5, 6] Real Load 1.05× Event 1
75 Event 3 [4, 5, 6] React. Load 0.80× Event 2
100 Event 4 [3, 4, 5, 6] Real Load 0.95× Event 3

5.4.3 Selection of weight coefficients

Usually, weights for multi-objective function are determined by specific appli-

cations and the method of finding weights may vary for each specific problem.

In our application, three sub-functions are determined in different units: power

loss and voltage deviation are determined in p.u. while reactive power cost is

calculated in dollars. In order to give equal contributions to each of the three

sub-functions, reactive power cost weight coefficient is divided by 102 to convert

it into p.u.

As voltage deviation is formulated by taking the square of voltage difference,

its value will be of the order 10−2. Therefore, weight coefficient to the voltage

deviation is given as of the order of 102 to give equal contributions from each

sub-function. Three sub-objective functions: power loss, voltage deviation and

reactive power cost are weighted as 3.5, 150 and 0.28 respectively. However,

the weight coefficients can be changed to any value depending on DGs suppliers

preferences.
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Figure 5.3: Objective function convergence for 6-bus system using real bus angles
in the power loss function

Figure 5.4: Objective function convergence for 6-bus system without Dv
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5.5 Simulation Results and Discussions

In the first scenario, the gradient of power loss is calculated including cos(δij)

and results are shown in shown Figs.(5.3 - 5.7). In the second scenario, the

gradient of power loss is simplified by ignoring the bus angle difference between

two neighboring buses (δij = 0) as shown in Figs.(5.8 - 5.11). Both Figs.(5.3 -

5.7) & Figs.(5.8 - 5.11) exhibit the update of objective functions, reactive power

generation, fair utilization ratio and voltage of the non-PV bus buses, respectively.

To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, an event sequence of load

demand variation is introduced in the existing power distribution system as given

in Table.5.2.

5.3 clearly shows that the value of voltage deviation is quite small, roughly of the

order 10−2 p.u, thus, implicitly ignoring DV from the objective function should

not bring any significant change in the final optimal objective function. To see

the impact of ignoring DV on the objective function, the algorithm is simulated

with W2 = 0. The obtained results shown in 5.4 validate our logic and does not

bring any significant change in the final optimal objective function.

The objective function, along with its individual sub-functions, converges to their

optimal value before 10th iteration. When reactive power load demand rises at

25th iteration, it is compensated by the reactive power generation sources at bus

4, 5 and 6th buses as evident from Fig.5.5 & Fig. 5.6. Similarly, change in real

power load and decrease in reactive power load is counteracted by their respective

generators [138].

It is important to note that proposed algorithm strives to attain the reference

voltages of the load buses immediately after the abrupt load changes take place
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Figure 5.5: Reactive power generation update for 6-bus system using real bus
angles in the power loss function

on the energy system as shown in Fig.5.7. Another important observation is to

spot the behavior of the power loss in case of abrupt real power load changes. In-

crease/decrease of real power demand means flow of higher/lower current through

lines, which increases/decreases the power loss on the lines as evident from Fig.5.3.

As included in the problem formulation, each DG should contribute reactive

power uniformly based upon its available capacity. Thus, Fig. 5.6 manifests

that the reactive power utilization ratio (α) converges to a common value of 0.47

for every DG till 25th iteration, before any load change occurs. It is because our

consensus based proposed algorithm is trying to reach on a agreement for uniform

utilization ratio among all DGs and results show that all DGs are operating at the

same uniform utilization ratio. However, this does not imply that the converged

solution is globally optimal in nature. Without loss of generality, we can definitely

propose that the algorithm provides a good approximation to the global optimum

solution.
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Figure 5.6: Utilization ratio update for 6-bus system using real bus angles in the
power loss function

Figure 5.7: Updates of improved voltage profile for 6-bus system using real bus
angles in the power loss function
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Figure 5.8: Objective function convergence for 6-bus system using voltage angle
approximation

Figs.(5.8 - 5.11) show the simulation results of the second scenario: the angle

differences between two neighboring buses are approximated to zero. Comparing

of Figs.(5.3 - 5.7) and Figs.(5.8 - 5.11) show that no significant difference between

the two graphs is observed. After analyzing both the results closely, it is found

that with approximation of cos(δij) = 1, it conforms to the original value with

a small error of only 0.22%. According to [3], special techniques are required to

obtain the information of angle differences, which may make the online applica-

tion very complicated and computationally expensive. From authors work, it is

concurred that making approximation of cos(δij) = 1 is a valid approximation

and angle difference may be approximated to zero when the system is operating

in the steady state condition.

To authenticate the efficacy of proposed distributed algorithm, it is compared

with centralized control technique of PSO [139]. The adopted PSO uses 20 par-

ticles and converges at 28th iteration, which means 560 calculations in total. It

is noticed that results obtained from the both approaches are identical. Table.
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Figure 5.9: Reactive power generation update for 6-bus system using voltage
angle approximation

Figure 5.10: Utilization ratio update for 6-bus system using voltage angle ap-
proximation
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Table 5.3: Simulation results summary for 6-Bus System

Variables Distributed Centralized PSO
Q4 0.2596 0.2589
Q5 0.2793 0.2791
Q6 0.3466 0.3460
V1 1.030 1.030
V2 1.040 1.040
V3 1.000 1.000
V4 1.000 1.00
V5 0.998 0.992
V6 0.997 .991
Power Loss 0.4323 0.4223
Objective Function 0.5446 0.5383

5.3 is provided to compare the values of reactive power generations, voltage mag-

nitudes, power loss and objective function for the proposed algorithm and the

centralized approach.

Voltage angle differences of lines in the 6-bus radial system is shown in Fig.5.12.

The angle difference changes during the load changing condition and gets restored

to its previous state immediately when the external loading is removed. Fig.5.12

shows that voltage angles changes much more in case of real power load change

than that of reactive power load change. It is also clear that the magnitude of an-

gle differences is close to zero and has very limited effect on the optimal solution

of the proposed distributed algorithm. Thus, angle difference can be approxi-

mated to zero, which can reduce the computational burden of the controller and

make the algorithm fast [140].

Measuring the angle difference slows down the convergence rate of the algorithms

and incurs an additional computational cost on the controller. It is clear from

the graph that angle difference is small and the proposed algorithm may not

require its measurement for decision of the control action. This substantiates the
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Figure 5.11: Updates of improved voltage profile for 6-bus system using voltage
angle approximation

Table 5.4: Reactive power generation output for two cases for 6-bus system

Bus No. W1=1, W3=0 W1=1, W3=0 Maximum Q
Q4 0.67818 0.72410 0.80
Q5 0.37380 0.37864 0.75
Q6 0.37478 0.50000 0.50
Power loss 0.18701 0.17915 –

assumption of considering cos(δij) = 1 and validates the claim that algorithm can

provide comparable results to the one without an approximation.

To discover the impact of considering the cost of reactive power generation, the

proposed algorithm has been tested with W2 = 0,W3 = 0 as shown in Table.5.4.

It is observed that reactive power generation may rise when we ignore reactive

power cost in the objective function. Here, W1 and W3 are the weights for the

power loss and reactive power generation cost, respectively. It is evident that

reactive power generation cost increases in case of W3=0 leading to the operation

of Q6 at its maximum available ratings.
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Figure 5.12: Voltage angle difference of all lines in 6 bus distribution network

Table 5.5: Distribution line data for the 34-bus system

From To R(p.u.) X(p.u.) From To R(p.u.) X(p.u.)
1 2 0.117 0.1085 17 19 0.2079 0.1994
2 3 0.10725 0.09875 19 20 0.189 0.1805
3 4 0.16445 0.15595 20 21 0.189 0.1805
4 5 0.1495 0.141 21 22 0.262 0.2535
4 6 0.1495 0.141 20 23 0.262 0.2535
6 7 0.3144 0.3059 23 24 0.3144 0.3059
7 8 0.2096 0.2011 23 25 0.2096 0.2011
8 9 0.3144 0.3059 25 26 0.131 0.1225
9 10 0.2096 0.2011 26 27 0.1048 0.0963
10 11 0.131 0.1225 27 28 0.1572 0.1487
11 12 0.10148 0.09298 28 29 0.1572 0.1487
9 13 0.1572 0.1487 25 30 0.1572 0.1487
13 14 0.2096 0.2011 30 31 0.1572 0.1487
13 15 0.1048 0.0963 31 32 0.2096 0.2011
15 16 0.0524 0.0439 31 33 0.1572 0.1487
16 17 0.1794 0.1709 33 34 0.1048 0.0963
17 18 0.16445 0.15595 - - - -
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Figure 5.13: Schematic diagram of 34-bus system

5.5.1 34-Bus Radial Distribution System

A 34-bus radial distribution network [141] with the topology and line data as

given in Fig.5.13 and Table.5.5 respectively, is being utilized for validation of

the proposed algorithm. 9 DGs for reactive power control are connected at bus

4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 21, 23, 27 and 28, whose reactive power generation capacities

are predicted as 0.6, 0.75, 0.75, 0.675, 0.9, 0.675, 0.75, 0.85, and 0.95 MVAR,

respectively. DGs attached at bus 4, 8, 20, 23 and 27 are PV generators while

DGs attached at bus 12, 16, 21 and 28 are DFIGs. Reference voltages are taken

as given in [141]. Cost coefficient (ki) for reactive power generation is set to 1

whereas coefficients for power loss, voltage deviation and reactive power cost are

chosen as 2, 100 and 0.1 respectively.

Results for the 34-bus system show that the proposed algorithm is faster than the

centralized approach as visible in Figs.5.14 & 5.15. It exhibits that the distributed

algorithm achieves the optimal solution, equal to the centralized approach but

within much less time. The detailed comparison between the proposed distributed

algorithm and the centralized approach is provided in Table.5.6, which shows that

power loss, objective function and reactive power updates. Figs.5.16 & 5.17 reveal
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Figure 5.14: Convergence of proposed distributed algorithm of 34-bus system

Figure 5.15: Convergence of centralized algorithm for 34-Bus System
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Table 5.6: Reactive power generation output for two cases for 34-bus system

Variables Distributed Centralized PSO Maximum Q
Q4 0.510 0.514 0.600
Q8 0.637 0.640 0.750
Q12 0.637 0.637 0.750
Q16 0.574 0.572 0.675
Q20 0.765 0.770 0.900
Q21 0.574 0.570 0.675
Q23 0.638 0.638 0.750
Q27 0.720 0.720 0.850
Q28 0.797 0.800 0.950
Power Loss 1.7982 1.8020 –
Objective Function 2.107 2.109 –

the convergence of the reactive power generations for DGs and the fair utilization

ratio converges α, respectively. Fair utilization ratio attains a ratio of 0.85 for

each DG, which means every DG is 85% of the maximum generating reactive

power generation capability.

5.6 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter proposes a distributed consensus-based optimal reactive power con-

trol algorithm for multiple DGs in an electrical distribution system. The ef-

fectiveness of the proposed distributed algorithm is validated by comparing to

the centralized algorithm: PSO, for 6-bus and 34-bus systems. The proposed

algorithm achieves the following four main merits.

• The proposed distributed algorithm effectively minimizes the objective func-

tion consisted of active power loss, voltage deviation and reactive power

generation opportunity cost. Only information exchange among neighbor-

ing buses is used to attain the optimal solution.
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Figure 5.16: Reactive power generation updates of 34-bus system

Figure 5.17: Uniform utilization ratio updates of 34-bus system
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• It has been proved that making the approximation of cos(δij) = 1 can pro-

vide comparable results to the one without approximation, which simplifies

the calculation at the cost of only a few more iterations.

• Fair utilization ratio of reactive power generation is achieved for uniform

utilization of all DGs.

• The proposed algorithm is scalable in the sense that, the iteration num-

ber does not increase exponentially as the size of the system increases, as

validated in the 34-bus system.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

This chapter presents the general conclusions drawn from the thesis, as well as

possible directions for future work. The summary of the contributions are already

mentioned at the end of each chapter and are therefore not repeated here.

6.1 Conclusions

Power systems are commonly controlled using hierarchical control schemes where

three levels of control are performed to fully regulate the system. In this thesis,

three algorithms are presented two for secondary control and one for tertiary

control level of the power system. In the first two chapters existing literature

related to control of power system is presented and then challenges associated

with existing control schemes are described. Finally, in Chapters 3,4 and 5 new

algorithms are presented to address the current challenges.

In the first algorithm presented in Chapter 3, a centralized secondary control

algorithm is presented for the load frequency control application to minimze the

frequency deviation in the system. In a centralized control scheme, a massive

amount of data is needed to be transmitted to the central controller. To deal

124
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with this challenge, SVD is utilized to decrease the data size of information being

sent to the central controller. Compression ratio of the SVD is decided based on

the tolerable information loss in the system. Simulation results show that the

speed of LFC can be enhanced by decreasing the data size of the power system

information.

In chapter 4, an algorithm for secondary voltage control is presented. To deal

with the data size of the information being sent to the central controller, a com-

pressive sensing based scheme is incorporated in the secondary voltage control.

Secondary voltage control minimizes the voltage deviation of the load buses while

CS deals with the problem of limited bandwidth capacity of the communication

channel by reducing the size of the data to be transmitted. The proposed sec-

ondary control further incorporates the Morphological Median Filter (MMF) to

reduce noise in the outputs of sensors in the power system. Furthermore, to keep

the system secure and protected locally, Mathematical Singular Entropy based

fault identification approach is utilized for fast discovery of faults in the control

area. Simulation results with 27-bus and 486-bus power systems show that CS

can reduce the data size up to 1/10th while the MSE based fault identification

technique can accurately distinguish between fault and steady state conditions.

An algorithm for tertiary level of control is presented in chapter 5 where optimal

reactive power generation is produced from generators in the system. A multi-

objective function, which includes power loss, voltage deviation and cost of the

reactive power generation of generators is minimized while generating optimal

value of reactive power generation. It proposes a consensus-based distributed

control algorithm and the formulated problem is shown to be convex. The pro-

posed algorithm is tested on 6-bus and 34-bus systems to validate its effectiveness
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and scalability. The proposed algorithm is also compared to the centralized Par-

ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique, which demonstrates the effectiveness

of the proposed distributed algorithm. In this work, a fully coupled distribu-

tion system is considered which means that power loss on the line is affected by

both voltage magnitude and the voltage angle of both buses across the line. To

address different DG capacities and realize equal contribution of reactive power

generation, reactive power fair utilization ratio has been achieved.

6.2 Future Research

In this section, we present possible limitations of this work, which opens up

avenues for future research.

1. Non-linear Power Balance Constraints: In Chapter 5 while dealing

with tertiary control of ORPC, the two power balance equality constraints

make the problem non-linear and non-convex. Although the ORPC prob-

lem is solved using a gradient based approach, better techniques may be

developed to handle non-linear power balance constraints. For instance,

they can be relaxed to a convex formulation and can be considered as a

future work.

2. Energy Storage Devices: While optimizing the current control problems,

effects of energy storage devices have not been considered. Optimal charg-

ing/discharging of the battery can be included in the optimal reactive power

control algorithms. Optimal cost of battery charging/discharging subject to

state of charge constraints may change the optimal reactive power control

of the system.
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In addition to it, charging and discharging efficiency depend on the battery

degradation which is a highly non-linear function. Our future research aims

to provide well behaved approximations of battery degradation and utilize

it in the ORPC problem incorporating battery charging/discharging.

3. Load Data Forecasting: Optimal tertiary control of reactive power gen-

eration is obtained in Chapter 5 depends on real-time monitoring of real

and reactive power load profiles. Monitoring of real-time loads, and then

transmission of these load profiles to a central controller may slow down

the optimal control. An alternative to the online monitoring of the system

is forecasting of load demand profile based on existing large data sets us-

ing machine learning techniques. Forecasted load profiles will be provided

to the controller before executing the optimization and it may make the

algorithms fast. Forecasting of load profiles is another future research area.

4. Optimal PMUs allocation: In Chapter 4, secondary voltage control

has been implemented without considering the effect of PMUs’ locations.

However, SVCON of load buses significantly depends on the locations of

PMUs in the system. Thus, in the SVCON problem, it is important to

incorporate optimal allocation of PMUs in the system. It will help control

the secondary level voltage control more efficiently and reliability. Thus,

one of the future research directions is to consider optimal allocation of

PMUs in the SVCON problem.

5. Building Energy Management and Demand Response: In the fre-

quency control in Chapter 3, load frequency of the generators has been

controlled using SVD to compress the massive data size of information.

Another way to control load frequency is by using local energy manage-
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ment and demand response. Frequency of the generator heavily depends

on the amount of the local load demand. By optimizing demand response,

frequency of the system can be regulated. This is another future research

direction, that is to optimize frequency deviation through demand response

management.
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